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RITA BENTON
It is difficult to believe that Rita Benton is dead. I recall a work-ing lunch of the IAML Board in Salzburg last July which she andAndre Junes attended to discuss the future of Fontes. She was fullof ideas, lively and animated. She spent a great deal of time atSalzburg attending meetings of each commission in turn in orderto solicit ideas and articles for Fontes. Her enthusiasm had paidoff, too, for just before she died in Paris, I had received a notefrom her saying that members had responded magnificently andthere was a good fund of material now. It is not easy to be editorof a periodical, least of all an international one, but Rita andAndre had worked hard against a good deal of opposition atmaintaining the essential qualities of Fontes while making it amore acceptable journal for the membership at large. It is ameasure of her quality as a person that she succeeded in this task.Many others would have wilted at the opposition, particularlywhen to agree would have won her easy popularity.Rita's contribution to the development of music libraries and ofmusic librarianship is difficult to measure. No doubt others willwrite elsewhere of her work in the USA, but she was President ofthe MLA from 1962-65 and had served on its Executive Com-mittee several times, and was at the time of her death MusicLibrarian of the University of Iowa. Her work for IAML has beenprodigious. She was at one time President of the Research LibrariesCommission and had served on the Council, making a valuablecontribution to its work. She compiled the Directory of MusicResearch Libraries and with it set a high standard for publicationsappearing under the auspices of IAML. Astonishingly, with all thiswork, she still had time for music and musicology. In the latterundoubtedly her crowning achievement was the thematic catalogueof the works of Pleyel, for which she received the 1977 MusicLibrary Association Prize for the best book length bibliography orother research tool.She still had so much energy and so much she wanted to do, butthose fortunate enough to know her will miss her most as a person,whose company was a pleasure. She was looking forward to comingto Cambridge. She will be sadly missed there and for many yearsto come.

Brian Redfern
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THE POLYTECHNIC OF NORTH LONDON
School of Librarianship

Research Assistant
Applications are invited from suitably qualified personsfor the post of Research Assistant to investigate thefeasibility of establishing an international bibliographyfor music. It would be an advantage to have a thoroughknowledge of music and a working knowledge ofFrench and German. Experience in cataloguing musicis essential.
The appointment will be made for a period of one yearand will commence on 1st September 1980.Salary scale: £3078 — £3498 plus London Allowance.
Application forms and further details are availablefrom Margaret Redfern, School of Librarianship, ThePolytechnic of North London, 207-225 Essex Road,London Ni 3PN.

A NATIONAL MUSIC INFORMATION SERVICE - IS ONE NECESSARY?

A meeting was held on 24th January 1980 at the Geological Society, London,to discuss the need for a National Music Information System. Of the seventyparticipants, most came from the field of music or audio-visual librarianship.Some representatives of the music trade attended, but unfortunately therewas no contingent from the music publishing or recording worlds.The first session, entitled What is in prospect from the British Library andthe BBC, was chaired by Phil Holmes (Director, Market Services and Plann-ing with BLAISE — British Library Automated Information Service, whoorganised the meeting). He began by outlining the principal aim of thegathering — to establish whether there was a need for the provision of musicinformation through mechanised services. Giving BLAISE services as anexample, Dr. Holmes went on to point out some of the advantages of anonline system. If catalogue entries are put into a machine-readable form,they can be used both for cataloguing and information retrieval services.Information from every part of the entry can be used to retrieve cataloguerecords — this could include composer, author, publisher, medium of per-formance, type of score, average running time, performer etc. This facilitatesthe compilation of specialised bibliographies or the location of specificworks in e.g. a particular edition. Libraries could also use the records to forma basis for their own catalogues and the Automatic Document RequestService provides a link with the BLLD, so that references can be ordered asinterloans online.Dr. Holmes was followed by Miriam Miller, Librarian of the BBC MusicLibrary, who described the resources that the BBC had to offer — a uniquerecord of a wide range of musical material. If the proposed project wentahead (as yet there could be no commitment on either side), the BBC musiccatalogues would be available online through BLAISE, making the informa-tion readily and quickly retrievable. The chamber music catalogue would bethe first to be automated.Dave Ferris (British Library — British catalogue of Audio-Visual Material),Patrick Mills (British Catalogue of Music), Tim Neighbour (BL ReferenceDivision Music Library) and Tony Reed (BLLD) then gave brief summariesof current activity in their departments and plans for the future. There arehopes of an update to BCAVM (AVMARC on BLAISE), concentrating oninformation provided by publishers, and a cumulation of the 1957-76 BCMwas promised. Also in prospect is a catalogue of the holdings of the ReferenceDivision Music Library — the c.50 volumes (covering 1800-1980) shouldappear over five years. Tony Reed pointed out that the BLLD music hold-ings were rapidly expanding and were generally underexploited.In the following discussion, as in the afternoon session, constant themeswere the lack of reliable comprehensive documentation in all fields concernedwith music and difficulties encountered with publishers. Interest was expres-sed in the BBC/BL project, which it was thought would have an internationalmarket. However, a current awareness service was also thought to be verynecessary. Christopher Foss (Music Trades Association) emphasised theneeds of the music retailer and there was much general interest when JoyceBailey (Pied Piper (Music) Ltd and MTA) described the 'music in print'
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catalogue which the MTA and publishers were collaborating on. Ms. Baileymade an appeal to all librarians for support in this project, asking them toencourage publishers to co-operate with the MTA.Fears were expressed as to the cost of online services, but Phil Holmespointed out that these costs were decreasing; and as the number of subscrib-ers grew, so access to a computer terminal became a possibility for mostconcerns or libraries.The afternoon session, chaired by Phil Bird (BBC), was opened by BrianRedfern (International Association of Music Libraries) who gave a stimulatingpaper stressing the need for more extensive bibliographic control, especiallyin the fields of pop music and ethnomusicology. He too felt the necessity fora 'music in print' and he called on the British Library to take the lead inpioneering developments in cataloguing and classification — AACR2 andparticularly Dewey were not satisfactory for music. The meeting seemed ingeneral to agree with these views. A lively discussion followed in whichseveral points which had arisen in the morning session were re-emphasised.Dave Ferris, Phil Holmes, Malcolm Jones (Birmingham Public Libraries),Tony Reed and Brian Redfern formed a panel to answer questions in theirareas, and Malcolm Jones said a few words about BLCMP's music records.Diana Hull (British Institute of Recorded Sound) gave a report on progresstowards the Institute's eventual aim, which is the production of a BritishNational Discography. There had been criticism that BIRS had not beenassuming its responsibilities and Ms. Hull explained that they were impededby lack of staff and money, a cataloguing backlog of 11A million items andproblems caused by the absence of legal copyright deposit for non-bookmaterials.Leslie Gilbert (Council for Educational Technology) opined that a rudi-mentary tool was better than none and pleaded for some sort of file orcatalogue based in the UK expressing UK interests which would encouragepublishers. OCLC — the vast US online cataloguing co-operative — mightwish to gain subscribers in Britain in this field as it has a large number ofmusic records. Lenore Coral (University of Wisconsin) stressed that musiclibrarians using OCLC were highly dissatisfied with it and it had no value as aretrieval service.Concern was expressed that a multiplicity of databases might grow up(e.g. the MTA and BIBS projects were not in MARC format) and Tony Reedemphasised that compromise was necessary in co-operative schemes. Ian Gibb(BL Reference Division) pointed out that it was not a question of choosingbetween online and printed catalogues, as had been implied at some pointsduring the discussion, though in fact the printed catalogue was bound to bephased out eventually in favour of the far cheaper microform catalogue.Phil Holmes closed the meeting with a short summing up and generalthanks for the contribution of those present.The participants seemed to welcome the opportunity to express theiropinions, though unfortunately a certain lack of focus in the proceedingstended to hinder positive discussion. It was clear that there would be interestin any projects involving the compilation of a current titles list or the forma-tion of an archival catalogue/ database. As the meeting seemed concerned toemphasise the need for these basis, the more sophisticated services which anonline system would offer were not really considered. It is to be hoped that
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some of the projects mentioned during the day will improve the situation tosome extent.Any comments on the BBC/BLAISE proposal should be sent to:
Sheila Webber, BLAISE MarketingRathbone StreetLONDONW1P 2AL

MUSIC AND THE BRITISH LIBRARYa submission to the House of Commons Standing Committeeon Education, Science and Arts by the UK Branch of theInternational Association of Music Libraries
1. Introduction

The Library Association (LA), in its evidence to the House of CommonsCommittee on Education, Science and Artsl, has set the general scene forlibraries. Traditionally, however, the specific interests of music libraries inthe United Kingdom, have been served (by mutual agreement) not by the LAbut by the UK Branch of the International Association of Music Libraries(IAML (UK) ), with full co-operation between the two bodies. The IAML(UK Branch) has a wide interest in the information storage, retrieval and dis-semination of music, and welcomes the interest shown by this Committee inlibraries in general and in music libraries in particular.In discussing music we would stress that our interests cover all the physicalforms in which music is manifested — printed scores and parts, sheet music,manuscripts, all kinds of recordings and books about music — and cover allaspects of the subject, including popular as well as serious music. Popularmusic, it should be remembered, apart from its intrinsic merits and apartfrom the fact that it is a legitimate interest of the public whom the musiclibraries exist to serve, is of considerable value to historians of music and tosocial historians, and must not, therefore, be regarded as purely ephemeral.A tendency has developed in the library world, and perhaps in wider circles,to make a distinction between music2 for performance or recreation andmusic for study. It must be stressed that this distinction is a false one, sinceboth the study and the performance of music may be either for recreationalor for research purposes in different contexts. In any case, music librariesmust make provision for both recreation and study, and therefore cannot ex-clude performing materials from their collections. Indeed, the provision ofmusic for the performer is becoming an ever increasing requirement for publiclibraries, particularly in view of the growing unavailability on a wide scale of
1. Reprinted in the Library Association Record Vol.82(3), pp.99-1012. Henceforth the term 'music' should be taken to mean 'Printed music, books aboutmusic and sound recordings thereof' unless otherwise indicated.
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standard commercial printed music3. The number of music shops handling abroad range of printed music has decreased significantly. It is therefore moredifficult for people to purchase music locally and so they turn more to thelibraries for their needs. The demise, too, of the commercial hire libraries,has greatly increased the demand on the library services for sets of perform-ing materials for orchestras and choirs.Parallel with this decline in the service offered by shops has been a growthin the number of small music publishing houses, whose music output is wel-come but at the same time creates its own problems. By the nature of thesebusinesses their products are not widely known. There is inadequate biblio-graphic control, especially as many such firms may not know of their obliga-tions of legal deposit under the terms of the Copyright Act of 1911, and sotheir publications will not be listed in the national bibliography.All recent governments have committed expenditure to the Arts and henceto musical performance, but unless music is easily available it cannot be per-formed. There is a vast amount of music which is out of print and onlyaccessible through the library service. We would point out that much musicpublished in, say, 1900, is just as likely to be useful in 1980 as music current-ly being published, since on the whole published music retains its currentusefulness longer than the majority of books.To complete this broad outline of music provision in libraries it should bementioned that a growing body of opinion believes that music libraries shouldwhere feasible, provide facilities for using, listening to and reading aboutmusic, in the form, for example, of sound-proof cubicles and electronic key-boards linked to headphones, and these are increasingly being provided. Thisreflects the increasing demand on the part of the library-using public for theprovision of recordings on disc or cassette.
2. National Bibliographical Control of Music Before the Formation of theBritish Library.
The collections of music libraries throughout the UK form collectively anextremely rich source, but because provision for the national bibliographicalcontrol of music has always fallen behind that of books, this resource cannotbe exploited to the full. Some examples of the way in which music has beenill-served compared with books are:
i) The British National Bibliography (BNB) was set up (as an independentcommercial venture) in 1950 for books. Printed music was initially ex-cluded, and music libraries had to wait until 1957 for the start of itssister publication, the British Catalogue of Music (BCM). From the be-ginning only a tiny proportion of the BNB's resources was devoted tothe BCM, and consequently BCM has remained inferior to the BNB inthe extent of its coverage and frequency of publication.
ii) Because the BNB and BCM have always been based on the copyrightintake of the British Museum Library (and later the British Library)

3. The economics of publishing a particular piece of music are frequently quite unrelatedto its artistic merit. See 'Unpublished music: a report prepared by members of theMBG', 1980.

'7which did and does not collect sound recordings, these have neverbeen included in BNB in any form — unlike the national bibliographiesof, for example, West Germany and the USA. There is consequentlyno national discography, and even the collection and preservation of anational sound archive has been left to the British Institute of RecordedSound (BIRS), originally a private venture, though now in receipt of asmall government grant-in-aid.
iii) There is no equivalent for music of British Books In Print, which hasbeen available for books since 1874 (originally under the title of 'Ref-erence Catalogue of Current Literature'), making it impossible to dis-cover quickly (or at all, in some cases) whether a particular piece ofmusic is available in print. Happily there are encouraging signs that theMusic Publishers' Association may soon be in a position to publish apartial catalogue of music in print, in microfiche format. This will gosome way to filling this crucial gap.

3. National Bibliographical Control of Music After the Formation of theBritish Library
The BNB and BCM became part of the Bibliographic Services Division ofthe British Library (BL/BSD) soon after the latter's foundation. The BL/BSDnot only services the internal needs of the British Library, but through itsBLAISE (British Library Automated Information Services) system provides awide range of automated services to public libraries and other external bodies,including shared cataloguing facilities and on-line access to the computerisedcatalogue — for books only! -- of the BNB and the Library of Congress. Themain music collections of the BL are in the Music Library (housing printedmusic) and the Department of Manuscripts. Both were formerly part of theBritish Museum Library and are now part of the Reference Division of theBritish Library (BL/RD). Consequently, as their name implies, their concernis to provide a reference collection and service for the use of scholars andothers who come to the BL as a library of last resort. The collections areextremely rich, and the excellence of the BL's provision for music in thisrespect is unquestioned (though it may be remarked in passing that it doesnot, of course, extend to recorded music). Unfortunately they are separatedphysically and administratively from the Bibliographic Services Division. Con-sequently the BL/BSD has concentrated its resources on the bibliographicalcontrol of printed books, and has been content to let the BCM continue as apoor relation of BNB and to exclude music from BLAISE. Some examples ofthe ways in which the bibliographical control of music is poorly served by theBL are:
i) BCM has continued to be starved of resources. It is run by one sole full-time member of staff, and no attempt has been made either to increaseits coverage and frequency of publication or to assess the demand forsuch improvements from its customers. A cumulation of the annualvolumes of BCM, which are cumbersome to consult, has been long a-waited— and has been long in progress, with no prospect of completionin the near future. It is understood that an additional full-time member
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of staff, who had been seconded for this work, has recently been movedto other work within the BL/BSD.

ii) The BL/BSD has taken a long time to agree to publish, let alone use,the extensions of the MARC (Machine Readable Cataloguing) format,which cater for the needs of music. As a result other libraries haveeither had to exclude music from their computerised catalogues or todevelop their own extensions to cope with music, the end result ofwhich is a lack of uniformity between libraries.
iii) As we have already mentioned, music is not included in BLAISE. Weunderstand that the BL is now firmly committed to automating itsCatalogue of Printed Music, using MARC and the new Anglo-AmericanCataloguing Rules (AACR2) from 1st January 1981, but that it doesnot intend, and indeed is not even planning, to make these computer-ised catalogue entries available through BLAISE in the foreseeablefuture.
iv) The BL makes no provision for recorded music, despite the fact thatSection 1(1) of the British Library Act of 1972 states that the BL is toconsist of a 'comprehensive collection of books, manuscripts, periodi-cals, films and other recorded matter, whether printed or otherwise'.It is unfortunate that the opportunity was missed of including the BIRSin the BL when the latter was set up, as a result the BL neither collectsrecordings, nor participates in their bibliographical control.

4. Recommendations
We see the role of the BL as one of co-ordinating, stimulating and support-ing, but not of directing the work of the library world.
i) We recommend that in providing services which will contribute to theefficient management of other libraries and information bureaux andhelp to exploit their resources fully for the benefit of the public, theBL should not be bound purely by commercial considerations, butshould act in accordance with the duty laid upon the BL Board by itsvesting Act of 1972 to 'manage the Library as a National Centre forreference, study and bibliographical and other information services inrelation both to scientific and technological matters and to the human-ities'. It is the responsibility of the Government of the day to see thatthe BL is given sufficient resources to fulfil its obligations to all sectorsof the library world. Otherwise music services will no doubt continueto be pushed to the back of the queue in such fields as the provision ofcomputerised information services through BLAISE.
ii) The BL should make an attempt to ensure that music librarians andmusic users are adequately represented on all its existing AdvisoryCommittees and on the Advisory Council. The Music BibliographyGroup (MBG), which has representatives from the BL and its users,has done valuable work, in, for instance, drawing up the Music MARCformat. It has, however, no official status.

9iii) Discussions should be initiated with the users of BCM to find out inwhat ways they would like it to be developed and in what ways its use-fulness could be increased. Greater priority should be given to thecompletion of the cumulated BCM. Increased resources should be givento BCM to enable it to extend its coverage. Whilst it is proper that BNBshould be a record of books published in the UK, the same considera-tions do not apply to music, which knows no language barrier; con-sequently music published abroad, especially on the continent, is justas useful and just as sought after as music published in this country.
iv) Serious heed should be taken of the recommendation of the PliatskyReport4 that the BIRS become part of the BL. Concomitantly, extraresources should be given to the BL in order to finance the provisionof a national discography.
v) The BL Lending Division (BLLD) has made great strides in acquiring asubstantial collection to form a backup for the inter-library lending ofmusic. This can never replace the need for co-operation between libra-ries, which is at present seriously hindered by lack of knowledge ofwhat is available. Many libraries have valuable collections of perform-ing materials (vocal scores, orchestral parts, chamber music and so on)which are not fully used because their existence is not known to otherlibraries. Recognising this need, IAML(UK) has been instrumental inthe preparation of a union catalogue in one such field, that of orches-tra material, with some financial assistance from the Polytechnic ofNorth London and the BL. The BL should be leading the way in thecompilation and publication of union catalogues of such materials.
vi) The music library world should be able to look to the BL for financialsupport of projects for the bibliographical control of music both atnational level (such as the proposals for the control of unpublished andout-of-print music shortly to be published by the MBG) and at inter-national level (such as the project for a computerised union catalogueof all music manuscripts before 1850 organised under the auspices ofIAML by the International Inventory of Musical Resources (RISM)).
Computer information searching will not eliminate the necessity for unioncatalogues, bibliographies etc., to appear in printed form, both because fewmusic libraries have, as yet, facilities for exploiting mechanised informationservices, and because whilst computer searches are very useful for currentmaterials they are of limited use for retrospective materials, and as alreadyshown the usefulness of music does not depend on its date of publication. Atpresent music librarians have little printed help let alone computerised assist-ance, and the two need to be developed alongside each other — we cannotafford to ignore either aspect. Finally, we stress that we are not trying tomake out a case for music obtaining any facilities from the BL which are notalready available for books. IAMMUK) 29.4.80

4. 'The report on non-departmental bodies.' Jan. 1980. Command paper 7797.
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Abbreviations
AACR2BCMBIRSBLBL/BSDBL/LDBL/RDBLAISEBNBIAMLLAMARCMBGRISM

Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules. 2nd. ed. 1978British Catalogue of MusicBritish Institute of Recorded SoundBritish LibraryBritish Library Bibliographic Services DivisionBritish Library Lending DivisionBritish Library Reference DivisionBritish Library Automated Information ServiceBritish National BibliographyInternational Association of Music LibrariesThe Library AssociationMachine Readable CataloguingMusic Bibliography GroupRepertoire Internationale des Sources Musicales

Blackwell's Music Shop 38 Holywell Street, Oxford England oxt 3sw
NEUE MOZART AUSGAI3E

We have just been informed that the Subscription scheme for the NMA willend on 31st December 1980. After this date, any continuation orders placedcan only be accepted on the basis that volumes available at the time will besupplied (at a smaller discount than the present subscription price), and thatno guarantee can be given regarding those out of print.
All orders placed between now and the end of this year, however, will besupplied on the present subscription terms, i.e.

1). a guaranteed subscription discount of an average 20% for fullsubscriptions and average 10% for part subscriptions.
2). a guarantee that all volumes will be eventually supplied, in-cluding those which are temporarily unavailable.

We are willing to consider negotiating an instalment plan for any customerwho wishes to plan an order for the entire subscription while there is still anopportunity to do so.
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'THIS RATHER DISTASTEFUL STORY...' *A SURVEY OF SYNOPSES IN OPERA GUIDES

Sheila Webber
Opera plots are notorious for their tortuous improbability, so it is perhapsunsurprising that numerous reference works have been produced to enlightenthe puzzled opera goer. Unfortunately, closer examination proves that manyare just as likely to confuse him. In the following article I have consideredthe treatment of synopses in guides to 'grand' opera — defining 'guide' as abook in which each opera is given a separate entry, a large proportion ofwhich is devoted to a chronological description of the plot.Such guides may be consulted, by the tyro or the expert, to verify details,explain an obscure reference or outdated convention or provide a clear,accurate outline of the plot. There are various details which are useful —some of which are shown in the comparative table (p.20). One requiresaccurate factual information and a precise but readable synopsis — if thewriter is able to communicate his own enthusiasm for the opera, stimulatingthe reader into listening to the work in question, this is an important bonus.This survey is not comprehensive, but covers most of the 'standard' works,together with some specialised aids. The older material reflects what may beavailable on public library shelves (together with more useful works I hastento add!) the prime candidate for pulping, McSpadden, seems particularlyrife. In the table (p.20) the treatment of Mozart's Don Giovanni by thevarious guides is compared as an example. Other points, such as arrangementand provision of indexes, are also covered.Of the older guides, Standard stories from the operas seems to have retain-ed something of its former popularity, being prominently displayed on theshelves of reputable London bookshops. However, its usefulness would seemseverely limited for the modern opera fan. The book reflects the taste of theperiod -- concentrating on Wagner (as indeed do many of these guides) andincludes now unfashionable operas by Meyerbeer, Gounod etc. Many con-temporary English works are included, and one of the volume's chief usesmight well be to provide synopses of operas by Holbrooke, Gatty, Smytheetc. which have otherwise sunk into oblivion: it is not inconceivable thatsuch composers might be 'discovered' and once more be of interest to morethan the few. This also applies to Gladys Davidson's Modern opera stories inwhich she is laudably pioneering in her presentation of a wide selection ofnew operas — newspaper articles stemming from a premiere of a work byGeorge Lloyd referred to his Socman, which this volume alone mentions.This having been said, it is unfortunate that Ms. Davidson cannot be reliedon to give an accurate account of what is taking place on stage. She claims:

'All the incidents of the libretto are presented exactly as they occur in thevarious acts and scenes, in the clear readable form of a short story.'Preface pV
However, the first thing to note is that she makes no reference to the music— not only are no numbers mentioned but, e.g., the male and female chorus
* Westerman on The Rake's Progress in his Opera guide



12are not mentioned in The Rape of Lucretia, arias are transformed into 'a fewincoherent sentences',* Isolde dies only with 'a last despairing cry'. Namesmay be changed— e.g. Fiordiligi to Isadora— or anglicized. Gladys Davidson'sprincipal aim is to make the opera into a rounded story — in the process shetransposes events at will, alters detail, and fills out missing pieces of the story;time and place are not restricted by the stage directions or libretto. Thus shetells the story of II Trouvatore chronologically— from the point at which theyoung Manrico lies ailing in his cot — and provides hilarious 'motivations' and'explanations' to try and render 'realistic' events which do not bear closeinvestigation.Apart from decorating her plots, Ms. Davidson also changes them — onmoral grounds as in Cos( fan tutte (in which Despina 'confesses' half waythrough, from which point the girls are tricking the men, so that Don Alfonsoloses his bet!) or to make a neat ending (Eugene Onegin shoots himself!).Most endings are twisted to make sure that they are morally unambiguous.This fits in with the author's simplistic ideas about character — Salome andDon Jose are given 'higher instincts', villains are portrayed as doubly black —and her sentimental style alters completely the spirit of the work she is re-telling. See, for example the end of Madama Butterfly or the Enid Blytonatmosphere of Faust 'It was late at night and the strange pair were alone inthe old doctor's laboratory...' (Opera stories for young people p.27).She sentimentalises the modern operas as much as the others, showing alack of understanding of the composer's intention— e.g. the syrupy romanticfade-out given to The Midsummer Marriage or the way we are told 'not toworry' about the meaning of Bluebeards Castle! One cannot deny that in cer-tain respects Gladys Davidson is readable, but she gives a false and inaccuratepicture of the operas she is discussing and her style is turgid and cliche-ridden.As with another model of infelicity, J. Walter McSpadden, one feels herbooks afford the greatest enjoyment to those who go fault finding!McSpadden's Operas and musical comedies, though it looks more systema-tic, is even more inaccurate than Standard stories from the opera. Works aredivided into 'light' and 'grand' opera, subdivided (unreliably) by country(e.g. Smetana is included in the 'German and Austrian' section 'since hisBartered Bride first gained recognition in the German tongue). Some of theoperas are given very briefly (e.g. a ludicrous 'summary' of Les Troyens).His synopsis of Don Giovanni contains manifold mistakes and omission inplot, music and location (see, e.g. 'Act 2 scene 2', p.16) and one cannot helpfeeling that McSpadden is unequal to the task in hand. Thus of the cataloguearia (p.15)L̀eporello's recital to Elvira contains the lofty arias "Madamina" (GentleLady) and "Nella Bionda" (Fah One). The former begins thus: [therefollows a musical example consisting of the first 4 bars of the vocal partonly, in the treble clef, without the words] .Further evidence of his musical ignorance is given in the paragraph onBerlioz, which concludes
'Berlioz was also the composer of orchestral symphonies, such as "Episodein the Life of an Artist" in which the various instruments take the part of

* Elvira's ̀Ah chi mi dice mai' in Don Giovanni
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speaking or singing characters. He may thus be regarded as a pioneer in theschool of chamber music.'
Having dwelt with a certain malicious pleasure on the more entertainingfaults of Davidson and McSpadden, brief mention must be made of theequally dispensible Glory of opera. This tome is too misleading to be of useto the inexperienced and too infuriating to detain the expert, combining as itdoes facile commentary with wrongly titled photographs (Kirsten Flagstad asTristan?!).Amongst those books which are more acceptable to the modern operalover there are several which aim to give mainly factual information. WithEwen's New Encyclopaedia of the opera we encounter the problem of oneauthor trying to cover a subject comprehensively — which generally meansthat there is inbalance due to his interest in some areas and comparativeignorance of others. Ewen's aim ̀to provide basic information about anyopera in which present day opera goers might be interested for one reason oranother' (preface p.VI) has to be viewed critically in this light. He discusses'well over 100' of the 'most significant' (ibid) operas in greater detail, but hiscriteria of selection might be questioned.Idomeneo, for example, is summarised very briefly; Elettra is not men-tioned; nor are any of her arias or ensembles (not even Placido il mar' or thequartet) rated among the 'most significant numbers'. Ewen claims furtherthat the opera is 'rarely performed' (not true in 1971) but that the overtureand 'ballet music' (?) are. Barber's Vanessa on the other hand, a work gener-ally thought to be only modest merit, is accorded 21/2 columns and lavishpraise: the American bias is evident elsewhere. The shorter entries in theConcise Oxford Dictionary of opera are also sometimes so cryptic as to bemeaningless or even misleading, but space is even more limited in this work.It too confines longer synopses to 'repertory works' with 'a sentence or twoindicating plot or at least the subject' for 'rarer works' (Foreword) (theemphasis here being on custom rather than undefined merit).Ewen's coverage is distinctly patchy — neglecting 'minor' (especially east-ern) European opera as well as early works. The Concise Oxford has in factfairly comprehensive coverage (the amount of e.g. Czech opera is vastly im-proved in the 2nd edition) but in contrast to Ewen omits any entries for theAmerican Vanessa, Ballad of Baby Doe or Treemoursha (all recorded!).Modern opera is well covered as regards Britain and the 'traditional' operaticcountries; however, one searches in vain for a mention of Anlis Sallinen (whohas now been commissioned to write an opera for Covent Garden) — theentry for Finland stops at 1924 (and the editors make especial claims for thesections on individual countries in the foreword). It is sad that a countrywhich is not only producing works of quality but actually evincing increasingpopular interest in opera should be overlooked.Cross references for titles are not perfect in either work (e.g. a referencefrom Prodanci nevesta to the Bartered Bride, but not from Pi(hody li§kyBystrou§ky to The Cunning little vixen in the Concise Oxford). In these twoworks, as in the two books considered next below, English titles are used forSlavonic/'difficult' languages and as these are not always standardised morecare in giving 'see' references could be wished for, as only the Phaidon bookof the opera has an index.Ewen's synopses have more inaccuracies and are less concise, balanced and



14clear than those in the Oxford dictionary and anomalies include the use ofGerman names in the Bartered Bride with no reference at all to the Czechones. Whilst the Concise Oxford avoids critical comment and only occasion-ally appends details vital to the composition of the opera (one could wish formore information about revisions and alternative arrangements), Ewen usuallyattempts to make s_ome comments, which are inevitably superficial e.g. 'Faustoverflows with wonderful melodies of all kinds' or 'most of the opera (Blue-beards' Castle) consists of recitatives'.A work very similar in scope to the Concise Oxford is Orrey's The Encyclo-pedia of opera. In his introduction he states:'The main criterion in choosing items for inclusion in this book has beentheir relevance to the contemporary scene. Operas from the past have beenincluded if they are historically important or if they have had importantrevivals.' (p.5)Here the less familiar operas are to be given fuller treatment (p.7), with sug-gestions for further reading supplied after the shorter entries. This seems asensible policy, complementary to most other guides.The contributors are listed, and they include experts in various fields (withan Anglo-American bias reflected a little in the book). A sample comparisonof the Concise Oxford and this Encyclopedia shows that slightly more minorworks are included in the latter, and that whilst famous operas are givenmuch less space by Orrey et al., less well known ones fare as well or betterthan in the Concise Oxford. (In fact the two works tend to complement oneanother in their coverage of the moderately obscure.) The Encyclopedia ison the whole inferior to the Concise Oxford in consistency of entry format,provision of background detail and cross referencing: however it has a fewpoints of superiority and fulfills its stated aim without glaring omission. Thelarge number of photographs are an added bonus, and many illustrate lesswell-known operas and British productions.The Encylopedia approaches the category of 'coffee table book': ThePhaidon book of the opera is firmly within it. This is arranged in chronologi-cal order of first performance — not particularly useful if you are looking fora specific work, especially if the first performance occurred some time aftercomposition. Contributors are not named (a bad sign) but one notes a prob-able crib from Westerman (cf. his Opera Guide p.550 and the relevant entryin Phaidon — a rather curious comment, viz. 'the famous quarrel duet in Act2 [of Midsummer Night's Dream] is perhaps the most truly operatic musicBritten ever wrote') so it may be that some entries were culled from variousexisting sources.In the foreward it is said that:'It was not our intention to attempt a comprehensive review of opera overthe centuries: what we have done is to select nearly 800 operas, which, be-cause of their historical importance, public acceptance and acknowledgedartistic quality, command a special place in the history of musical presenta-tion.' (p.5)The criteria for judging 'public acceptance' often seem to be whether awork has been broadcast by the RAI or performed at the Spoleto Festival(the book was originally published in Italy) -- Martinu's only entry is there-

15fore the minor one-acter Comedy on the bridge. The Italian bias is particular-ly noticeable in the modern section, with extremely poor coverage of all butthe main European countries and the USA. Obviously this bias could be use-ful, and it has comprehensive coverage of early operas (though notes are notvery useful and it is not indicated when a role was written for a castrato —voices are given as 'tenor' etc. instead).The term 'opera' is not strictly defined — one wonders e.g. why, whenRecital 1 (for Cathy) and Trionfo d'Afrodite are counted as operas, Semeleis not included. The size of the entries ranges from the breathtakingly mini-mal (e.g. Down in the valley) to one page synopses/commentaries. Attentionis not always given where one might wish (cf. The Telephone and The Cun-ning little vixen), many are inadequate, plots not even being 'indicated'.Musical comment or reference to musical numbers is absent, and critical ob-servations are mushy and sometimes very much translated-from-the-Italian.Before progressing to those 'standards' Westerman and Kobbe, mentioncan be made of two' examples of the specialised guide. Eaton's Opera pro-duction is 'a book of fact rather than critical judgement' (Preface to von)designed to aid the producer in choosing an opera. Basic practical details(forces required, sets etc.) are set out clearly and divided into 'long' and'short' operas (the latter less than 90 minutes — this rule seems over rigidlyapplied to include e.g. Kcita Kabanovci at 88 min.). English and original titlesare indexed, but the translations are not always helpful e.g. Lucia of Lammer-moor.Modern composers are featured as in no other work — e.g. Malcolm William-son, Ginerstera — though again less prominent European countries are not sowell served, possibly because of the practical difficulty in obtaining scores.The desire to include large numbers of short operas has led to some anomalies(e.g. The Shepherds of the delectable mountains rather than Pilgrims progress)and there is much American opera, presumably of variable quality, whichone assumes is well beloved by the American amateur operatic circuit. Thuse.g. home grown works force Les pecheurs des perles into the second volume.The synopses themselves are intended only to 'establish relationships andrelative importance' (vol.2 p.6) of main characters and give a skeletal plot,and these are often successful — compare Eaton and Kobbe's synopses ofThe Kiss. The small amount of information given about the musical characterof the opera tends, however, to be meaningless, with too much use of termssuch as 'florid'. Small details may be inaccurate (e.g. in the cast list of TheKiss).Curiously enough Fellner's synopses in Opera themes and plots are alsolacking in analysis — the wealth of musical examples are not made use of, orrelated to the development of, and techniques used in, the opera as a whole.The labels chosen for themes seem a little laboured — he has altogether beeninfluenced too much by the idea of Wagnerian leitmotifs; and when, as inDon Giovanni, he cannot find any, he gives us first lines of principal numbers.Towards the end, one finds his imagination flagging as his mechanical methodfails to pick out the most interesting and significant details. The detail in plotis also not perfect (e.g. no demons mentioned at the end of Don Giovanni),the style not ingratiating (Musetta 'has come to announce the arrival of avery sick Mimi') and the translations jarringly American (Tin ch'ha del vino'= 'Let's have a party').
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The Record Year is a new concept in record cataloguing andreviewing. Appearing annually, it provides a complete listing ofall classical discs and tapes issued by the UK record companies,large and small, within the previous calender year and a criticalsurvey of this enormous output.
A comprehensive index lists over 2,000 artists. The entire rangeof music is covered, from the established classical, romantic andcontemporary repertoire, to the ever-growing output of earlymusic and the increasing number of specialist anthologies.
The Record Year 1 covers 1978.The Record Year 2 (in preparation for autumn 1980) covers 1979.
'I spent two hours checking record numbers and found no errorsat all. This says volumes for the care with which the typescript wasprepared and the proofs checked... An invaluable reference work,beautifully produced.' Robert Dearling Records & Recordings
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17While Fellner concentrates on relatively few operas, both Westermann andKobbe (and his successors) attempt comprehensive coverage. Westerman setshimself the mammoth task of relating plots in the context of all operatichistory, including general discussion of influences, developments etc. to pro-vide continuity. The layout is less straightforward than in other works andneccessitates use of the index, though the synopses themselves are usefullyhighlighted by use of smaller print, with musical analysis (if any) followingthe plot. As even 'highlights' may not be referred to in the synopsis, andmusical comment is fairly cursory, the musical structure of the operas is notalways evident.The range of operas reflects the German repertoire of the 1950's (as isobvious from Westerman's remarks on e.g. Dvotak) — thus Werner Egk andOrff are investigated in depth while Vaughan Williams and Delius are dis-missed in a line, and Nielsen does not appear at all. Certain inadequacies areapparent -- the early music section added to by Rosenthal remains unsatis-factory. Moral judgements are brought to bear on L'incoronazione di Poppeaas well as modern operas by Weill, Shostakovich and Stravinsky: this seemsto interfere with his musical and dramatic judgement. Perhaps unsurprisingly,his understanding of modern opera is not complete and he has traditionalideas about the 'well made' opera (see the way he discusses Wozzeck and theaforementioned remarks on Britten's most 'operatic' number). While he doesnot go so far as to alter plots, his synopses of operas he does not like aresketchier and less precise: also, the usefulness of the less well-known plots isdiminished by the fact that they may be less thoroughly described than thefamous ones.Kobbe's complete opera book is more lavishly presented, giving the plot atgreater length, but not neccessarily in more detail. The choice of operas isfairly sensible for a British public (although one could argue that Lord Hare-wood, as managing director of English National Opera, has bee influencedunduly by the company's repertoire when selecting more unfamiliar modernworks e.g. Bomarzo). Unfortunately, some of the original articles by Kobbehave been retained: his style tends to be rambling and slightly quaint e.g. inCavalliera Rusticana:
"I may not step across the threshold" exclaims Santuzza "I cannot passit, I, most unhappy excommunicated outcast"'and e.g. in Tannhiluser we are presented with a concise synopsis, a belatedintroduction and then another, more extended, telling of the same plot. EvenHarewood is liable to give 'atmospheric' descriptions of music and story,which means that they may be long winded but lacking in exact detail. Themusical analysis is sometimes of dubious value (e.g. discussion of trio ̀Ah!taci il giusto core' in Don Giovanni) and in the same opera we are given amusical example (Non ti fidar) which is not actually mentioned in the text (aHarewood interpolation?). However, the musical examples usually serve toillustrate a point, though there is great variation in the number given (e.g. onlyone for the whole of Gluck).One of the most disturbing features of this work is the rather patronisingline Harewood takes with operas he does not particularly care for. His synop-sis of The Kiss (Hubieka) for example tells us less about the main themes ofthe opera in 21/2 pages than Eaton does in one paragraph. While the smugglers
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may be 'virtually unexplained' in his retelling, they are really worked intothe plot quite neatly — Harewood is incorrect in numerous details — and hismusical comments are superficial and (e.g. of Vendulka's 'two songs') in-appropriate. This seems the more reprehensible because few other booksmention the work in detail, there are few critical studies of Smetana and thissynopsis might well serve as an introduction for many people. While Kobbehas many excellent features, it remains patchy and needs more critical revision(preferably by more than one person!) to counteract a certain amount offlabbiness and self-indugence.The Pan book of opera, having more modest aims, succeeds better. It pro-vides a good introduction for the 'beginner', with a balanced selection ofworks, a clear structure within each article and a readable synopsis for each.The musical examples are well chosen (though sometimes with incorrect keysignatures! see p.264-5) usually illustrating some characteristic of the com-poser's style. Generally the authors manage to steer a course between theover-simple and the over-technical, communicating their enthusiasm for thesubject. Their practice of reverting to English equivalents (e.g. in Lucia diLammermoor — and 'original' Russian names used in Kdta Kabanovd) mightbe questioned, but they do at least explain such points at the beginning.Newman's two books of Opera nights are possibly more useful to thosealready aquainted with the operas. His remarks always reveal intelligence,and his style is lucid and often witty. However, while e.g. Romeo et Julietteis given a fairly routine retelling and comments, others (e.g. Die Zauberflote,Cosi fan tutte or Falstaff) contain on the one hand illuminating insightswhich prompt one to return to the work with renewed enthusiasm, and onthe other questionable theories which he seems to argue with undue force —e.g. his persistent criticism of Da Ponte's libretto for Don Giovanni, his satiri-cal treatment of Don Ottavio and his music, or his insistence that Boito oughtto have changed the end of Falstaff). Although Newman deals with e.g. LesTroyens or Wozzeck far more appreciatively and intelligently than many ofhis contemporaries, he too shows the influence of Wagner in his propensityfor discovering leitmotifs, patronising slavonic music and (by emphasisingthe dramatic 'irrelevance' of various numbers) implicitly criticising e.g. DonGiovanni for not being a fully integrated music drama (Kobbe does this also).Newman's account of the sources and genesis of the opera are often excel-lent, as he feels that these are fundamental to the understanding of any opera(see Wagner nights 'Overture' p.5) although the juxtaposition of originalstory and librettist's version may cause confusion to someone who is not al-ready sure what the plot is. Similarly, he may get carried away by certainaspects of the story and neglect details that he is not so interested in.The type of detailed analysis integrated with the synopsis found in manyNewman entries is obviously even more the province of the critical study ofone composer. Wagner nights is an obvious example, in which Newman speakswith more reliable authority. One might contrast with this the Spike Hughestrio of Famous... opera books, in which Mr. Hughes tries to assert a Newman-type 'personality' but lacks the perception and talent to justify e.g. spendingone page explaining why the Countess in Le Nozze di Figaro can only beplayed by 'a Lady' (p.58) or making fun of Elvira in a tasteless fashion (Inthe phrase of an old Scots nurse I knew of "she's aye complainin' " 'p.123).Quality of detail and musical and dramatic analysis could also be improved on

19(he naively equates 'drama' with 'plot'). This said, his treatment of Pucciniand early Verdi is solid and his style breezy — although I find it irritating,others might enjoy it. Finally, a good example of the modern scholarly studyis Julian Budden's Operas of Verdi which is considering all his operas in detail(e.g. seventeen in the first volume). It is well laid out so that act and scenecan be found quickly, and intergrates story and musical analysis (with verywell chosen examples) so that the operas can be followed quite closely (onradio or records) with a good deal of understanding.On the whole one is surprised at the comparatively low standard of manyof these books. Few can be relied upon absolutely, and unrevised productsof the earlier part of this century have to be viewed with particular suspicion.The standing of the compiler or publisher is generally, though not neccessari-ly, a guide and attempts to cover the whole subject single-handed are to beapproached with more caution than collaborative efforts. Comprehensivecoverage can rarely be married with exhaustive discussion of each opera —even in the encyclopaedic dictionaries 'minor' works suffer — and Kobbe andWesterman in a sense compromise between the two, again at the expense ofminor works and running the risk of superficiality. Probably the most success-ful and useful works are those which either deal concisely and accuratelywith the plot (e.g. Concise Oxford dictionary of opera) or for those whohave a detailed interest in the opera as a musical and dramatic entity, theanalyses given in (for the beginner) e.g. The Pan book of opera or (for themore expert) Newman's guides or particular critical studies.
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Indexes

More operanights 88 45 Mostnamed Yes None Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 17 random composerstitlesother refs.
Opera themesand plots 12 42 Mostnamed Yes None Yes Yes Yes Yes No No 32 alphabetically(country) 'famous'numbers
Pan book ofopera 7½ 4 c. 50%named No None Yes Yes) Yes Yes Yes No 66 chronologically(country)
Standard storiesfrom the opera 12 None No Manysmall in-accuracies

No No No No No No c.120 random composerstitles
Westerman'sopera guide 41/2 2 c. 33%named No None Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No 300+ chronologically(country) composerstitles
Kobbe 14 6 Mostnamed Yes None Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 300+ chronologically(country) singerscomposersoperas etc.
McSpadden 21/2 3 3 named No Many Yes Yes Yes Yes No No 1000 by country(1 wrongly)
Ewen NewEncyclopaedia 2 c. 50%named No Someomissions Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No 500+ alphabetically(opera title)
OperaProduction 1 — None No Brief butgenerallyaccurate

Yes Yes Yes Yes No No 750+ 'long' and'short' composers

Phaidon bookof the opera 1 — None No Brief butgenerallyaccurate
Yes Yea Yes Yes Yes Yes 780 chronologically titlescomposerslibrettist/author

Concise Oxforddictionary 1 None No Brief butgenerallyaccurate
No Yes Yes No Yes Yes c.1000 alphabetically(opera title)

OrreyEncyclopedia 1/4 None No Brief butgenerallyaccurate
Yes Yes Yes No No No c.1000 alphabetically(opera title)
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REVIEWS
Brian Redfern Organising music in librariesVol.2. Cataloguing London: C.Bingley;Hamden, Conn: Linnet, 1979 151p24.75 ISBN 0-85157-261-8 (UK), 0-208-01678-3 (USA)
Music cataloguers— and non-specialist cat-aloguers, whom Brian Redfern particularlyaddresses — have awaited this volume fora long time. The first edition, a slim workof some 80 pages, appeared in 1966, andthe second edition of the chapters onarrangement and classification in 1978.Volume 2, Cataloguing, is a very great ex-pansion on the original, largely new or re-written. The first edition appeared, a littleunwisely, a year before the publication ofAACR1: this one has been delayed so thatit can incorporate an account of AACR2,in so far as it applies to music. In his pre-face, Mr. Redfern states that it was a diffi-cult task to complete a comparative surveyof AACR2 and the IAML codes withinthe space of three months, that the resultis not as polished as he would have liked,and that comment which can be used in afurther revision will be welcome. Sadly,one must agree with him: it shows all thesigns of hasty preparation and rushed pro-duction. We need a standard work on theclassification and cataloguing of music: wemay hope that, in the reasonably nearfuture, a thorough revision of this textwill give us that work.As far as the physical presentation ofthe text is concerned, it must be statedthat the layout and typography do not aidthe reader, and that the setting of ex-amples in particular is very poorly done:they do not stand out clearly from thetext. There is a very large number of mis-prints. Many of these do not matter, in thesense that one can still get the meaningreadily enough, but they irritate and dis-tract the reader. There are, however, sever-al misprints which do matter, especiallyin examples which are meant to showexact usage according to the various codes.Here, capitalization, punctuation andspacing must be completely accurate.The book has Glossary, Abbreviationsand Introduction; five chapters on, respec-tively, Problems in cataloguing music,Uniform titles, Description, Headings, andSubject cataloguing; four appendicesshowing Examples of cataloguing entriesin accordance with AACR2, Specificationof instrumentation, MARC format, andExamples of cataloguing entries of micro-

forms; Bibliography and references; Indexto code rules; and General index.The Glossary is very limited indeed,and one may fairly question whether it isneeded at all, and how the eleven termslisted came to be selected. This sectionshould either be deleted from a third edi-tion or greatly expanded. The Introduc-tion lists and very briefly describes AACR2the five volumes of Code international decatalogage de la musique (as far as pub-lished), and the International standardbibliographic descriptions. AACR2 's glos-sary is criticised: 'It does not help to solveany of the confusions by its definitions ofclose score, condensed score, conductor'sscore and short score. On the contrary ittends to add to them.' So does this; AAC-R2 has no definition of conductor's scoreat all: presumably Piano [violin,etc.] con-ductor part is meant.Chapter 1, Problems in cataloguingmusic, exemplifies many of the problemsof the whole book. It is unbalanced: someproblems are dealt with at some length,and others cursorily; a few cataloguingcode rules are mentioned, but for the mostpart this treatment is left for later chapters;fact is freely mixed with opinion (but thelatter is always clearly identifiable as such);and the author cannot resist going intolong digressions. After a couple of pageson music libraries, addressed to chief lib-rarians and non-specialist cataloguers inthe UK — none of this will commend thebook in the North American market — theremaining twelve pages are devoted tocataloguing problems. Nine of these dealwith the music title-page and its problems,under nine subheadings. 'A fundamentalrule in all author cataloguing has been touse the title page as the primary source ofinformation about any particular book.This has been maintained by the ISBD(G)and ISBD(M) and will be re-affirmed bythe ISBD(PM) when it is pubished.' ISBD(G) does nothing of the sort, except in-directly: Rule 0.5 merely states that thepreferred and principal sources of inform-ation for each type of material are set outin the specialised ISBDs. Mr. Redfern'sfirst subsection, Title page missing, dealswith two quite different problems, namelyworks published without a proper titlepage, and works which have lost their titlepages or covers. The final paragraph inthis section is devoted to a cursory discus-sion of the use of square brackets andmarks of omission in national bibliogra-phies and library catalogues, and the needsof scholars and performers: this seems to

have no particular relevance to missingtitle pages.The second subsection, Title pages in aforeign language, deals with the standardproblems of translations, parallel titles,best-known titles and names, translitera-tion, etc. 'The English "E flat major" isrepresented.. .in France and Italy by "mibemol majeur" may be a piece of inform-ation hitherto unknown to Italian musi-cologists. Title page listing several works,Title page order varies, and Arrangementsdraw attention succinctly to the majorproblems; the chapter on Uniform Titlesdeals with the problems of varying ordersextensively. The sixth subsection, Titlepage omits essential information, is largelygiven over to the problems of cataloguingmusic for transposing instruments, whenthis fact is not explicitly stated. Theseventh sub section, Title page withoutuseful identifying elements, runs to twoand a half pages, and is largely a digressionon thematic catalogues and their uses. In-advertently, Mr. Redfern has demonstra-ted another problem. Having discussedDvorak's five, now nine, symphonies, hecontinues 'Another common trap is Schu-bert's Symphony No.9, more correctlyidentified as No.7'. Why? it certainly hasbeen given the two different numbers bydifferent publishers, but if Nos. 1-6 aregenuine, and the conjectural No.7 is ig-nored, the Unfinished must come beforethe Great C major Symphony. Alack andalas and confusion! — the second editionof Deutsch's thematic catalogue does callthe last symphony No.8. The Haydn massmentioned on the next page in the sub-section on Imaginative titles is even morecomplicated. The Missa in angustijs, asHaydn called it, has been variously knownas the Imperial, Nelson or CoronationMass, but to play safe and use Mass No.9,D minor is not safe at all. It is certainlyNo.9 in Series XXIII of the new collectededition currently being published, but thethematic catalogue number by Hoboken— the use of which is recommended atthe top of the page — is H XXII 11. (Theold Novello edition number was differentagain). It is a tragedy that the new collect-ed edition and Hoboken could not haveestablished a consistent common number-ing scheme, but that is one of the crossesthat music librarians have to bear.The final subsection, Duplication ofone title, briefly mentions the fact that asingle work can appear in scores of manytypes and various physical forms of re-cordings, and can have associated libretti,
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excerpts, critical literature, and so on.This is not just a title page problem. Thesecond paragraph does not belong to thissubsection, but winds up the whole areaof music title pages and refers to the exist-ing and proposed British Standards forthe preparation and presentation of print-ed music.This leaves three pages to deal withRecordings, Ethnomusicology, and Non-musical materials. This last merely notesthat music librarians will probably haveto handle sound recordings of birdsong,Shakespeare and steam locomotives. Thelonger section on recordings (11/2 pages)is devoted to problems of entry, the claimsof performers vs. composers, the identifi-cation of the roles played by individualsbriefly named on pop discs, and analyticalentries for discs with many items recorded.Much of this ground is covered again lateron in relation to particular codes. Ethno-musicology? It is right to mention this asa problem area, but the problems are, asRedfern states, more those of subject des-cription than of author/title cataloguing,and of overcoming Western bias in classifi-cation schemes and subject heading lists.Chapter 2 Uniform titles, is an ex-tended treatment of this vital topic, andcontains a lot of very valuable informa-tion and discussion in its 29 pages. Thecomparative treatment of AACR2 andvols.2 and 3 of the IAML code (limitedand full cataloguing) sometimes obscuresthe thread of the argument, but the gen-erally poor quality of the layout of thetext and the large number of minor errorsin the examples also affect one's con-centration. The examples must not beused as models of AACR2 practice inpunctuation, spelling and capitalizationwithout checking. On p.34, Mr. Redfernstates that AACR2 and IAML3 preferthematic catalogue numbers where avail-able before opus numbers or serial num-bers (e.g. Symphonies, No.6), and goes onto say that the example to AACR2 Rule25.33 specifies the use of Deutsch num-bers in preference to serial numbering.This is misleading: AACR2 examples donot make the rules. The rule in question is25.31A4. (This rule seems to run counterto the general rule, 25.31A1, which says.̀..add as many of the following identify-ing elements as can be ascertained...follow-ing the statement of medium of perform-ance... a) serial number; b) opus numberor thematic index number; c) key'). Onp.47, discussing uniform titles for suchworks as 'First year Beethoven', for which
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AACR2 Rule 25.35 prescribes [selections] ,the author suggests that to do so is to losethe work in the catalogue, and recom-mends 'First year Beethoven' as a distinc-tive filing title in the terms of 25.27A. No;'First year Beethoven' is not what Beetho-ven called it, in German or any other lan-guage. Rule 25.35 is perfectly consistentwith the general rule 25.9, Selections, andalthough there is no mention of addedentries or references under either rule, 21.30J covers added entry for title proper,and 26.4A4 covers author/title referencesfrom author and title proper to authorand conventional collective title.Chapter 3, Description, works system-atically and generally helpfully throughthe parts of a catalogue entry. It shouldbe noted (p.67) that 'the relevant ISBD'on which AACR2 based its rules for des-cription was ISBD(G), not any of theISBDs for particular types of materials.The treatment of the recording of the title,which runs to three pages, gives five ex-amples, ostensibly following AACR2practice, but using [Printed music] as thegeneral material designation following thetitle problem. It is only when one turnsover the last page that one discovers thatMr. Redfern has deliberately replacedAACR2 's [music] by the recommendationof the draft ISBD for printed music,namely [Printed music]. The example andcommentary on p.69-70 are misleading;AACR2 Rule 1.1D2 deals with second-level descriptions only. If the full, third-level, description is used, then 1.1D1applies, and all parallel titles are recordedin sequence, irrespective of language. Stillon p.70, AACR2 Rule 5.1B3 does notgently suggest an order, it decrees one,and in the next paragraph the statementthat AACR2 deals with several title pagesin a general rule is true, but it is 1.0Hrather than 1.1B8, which deals with titleproper in two or more languages in a singlechief source of information. The exampleof Der Rosenkavalier on p.71 shows twodifferent problems simultaneously, dualstatements of responsibility and title pagesin several languages.The section on edition statement is fairenough, but needs a better discussion ofwhat constitutes an edition statement inmusic. The terms used in it are frequentlyrepeated in the physical description. Inthe recording of imprints, AACR1 is closerto IAML3; AACR2 insists that the first-named place, etc. be invariably recorded,followed by the most prominent and/orhome country. The section on plate num-

bers is useful, but a fuller discussion andmuch better treatment of publishers'numbers are called for. The first examplesunder Collation at the top of p.77 arehighly improbable for printed music; morerelevant ones could have been concocted.In the middle of the page
[8 ] , score (283p) (Preliminary textualmatter precedes the score)
leaves one wondering whether the com-ment in parentheses is an AACR prescrip-tion or the author's explanation. At thebottom of p.78 he questions AACR'smultivolume description
.- 1 score (2 vol. : x, 210p; v, 310p)
There are two points to be made here.First, using 5.5B3 and expanding it from2.5B, the collation should arguably read
.- 1 score (2v. (x, 210; v, 310p.))
— which is as horrible! — and second, ex-amination of Rule 2.5B leads to 2.5B21which states that the addition of the pagi-nation details for multivolume works isan optional addition. 1 score (2v.) is there-fore perfectly permissible and not counterto the provisions of the code.The section on the description of soundrecordings has a long discursive, historicalintroduction; the meat of the section ex-pands on the problems already outlinedin chapter 1. The question of parallel titleson record labels is discussed on p.87. 'Rule6.1D1 requires parallel titles to be givenas usual, but these are not often found onthe label. Is this additional information tobe supplied in such circumstances? Pre-sumably, yes. If it is, it must be suppliedin square brackets (rule 6.0B2)'. Yes, andNo. Rule 6.1D1 says follow the provisionsof 1.1D1, and the latter says 'Recordparallel titles in the order indicated bytheir sequence on, or by the layout of, thechief source of information', and the chiefsource of information for a disc is thelabel. Therefore parallel titles proper arenot supplied from the container.Chapter 4 on Headings is much briefer,as might be expected, and is fairly straight-forward. The only quibble is with thetreatment of Songs of praise on p.96: thismight have been entered under VaughanWilliams by AACR1 as originally publishedbut the major amendment of 1975, in-corporated in AACR2, certainly providesfor main entries of such works under title.

The first of the four appendices givesexamples of cataloguing entries in accord-ance with AACR2. For three of the sixexamples reduced facsimiles of the titlepages are given as well. The first exampleis given twice, in paragraphed and blockedlayouts, to demonstrate that the lattersaves space. This is a printing disaster,since different line lengths are used, andboth versions require six lines of type.The second example is a collection con-taining some fifty items. The contentsnotes list the first four items plus two ofthe remainder, for which there happen tobe attributions. The user of the cataloguehas no means of knowing either how thesesix have been selected or that there areover forty more pieces in the collection.The third example — a vocal score ofAnthony Lewis's edition of Purcell's Fairyqueen — is marred by misprints, incorrectcapitalisation, a doubtful assertion that itis only the vocal score that is edited byAnthony Lewis, resulting in a change oforder from that indicated by the titlepage, and a total inversion of the state-ments of text and music, to bring
/ the music by Henry Purcell

to the postion of first statement of re-sponsibility. If this is legitimate practicehere, why was it not done for the Rosen-kavalier example on p.71? The fourth ex-ample is left very incomplete. Appendix 2is an extended and valuable account of theshorthand methods of specifying instru-mentation used in Union catalogue oforchestral scores and parts (IAML/UK)and BBC catalogue of orchestral music.The account of the MARC format inAppendix 3 is fairly basic; it includes anexample of BLCMP practice.This leaves Chapter 5, Subject catalogu-ing, which is a lost soul, separated fromits intellectual kin dealt with in Vold,Arrangement and classification. The dis-cussion of subject indexing for a classifiedcatalogue, PRECIS, and subject headingshas far more in common with classificationschemes than it has with author/title anddescriptive cataloguing. There is goodmaterial here, although the author's per-sonal feelings about PRECIS come outclearly. The second PRECIS example onp.113 is surely wrong (Jeremy Montagu'sMaking early percussion instruments—?):only the first class number (789'.012)was used for it. The final section, on Post-coordinate indexing, could well have beenomitted entirely, or related to on-line
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searching of databases.It is no pleasure to have to write a re-view like this. Brian Redfern's book con-tains a large amount of very valuablematerial, and there is nothing else whichcovers the same ground in detail. Never-theless, as it stands it cannot be recom-mended, and the third edition will beneeded soon. The requirements for a newedition apart from correction and updat-ing are first, a clearer idea of the intendedreadership (administrators, non-specialistcataloguers, music librarians with littleidea of cataloguing, specialist cataloguers,or library school tutors and students?),for their needs are not identical, second, acertain amount of rearrangement of thetext, third, some enlargement and a littlepruning to produce a more even treatment,and last but not least, infinitely morethought and care than Mr. Redfern's pub-lishers and printers have bestowed on thework so far. Mr. Redfern has appealed forcomment from his colleagues: let us allrally round to help him produce what ispotentially an outstanding part of ourprofessional literature. A.G. Curwen

Jerry McWilliams The preservation andrestoration of sound recordings AmericanAssociation for State and Local History(1400 Eighth Av. Nashville, TN 37203)1979 138p $8.95 ISBN 0-910050-41-4
From the point of view of preservation,there is an important difference betweenmost book materials and sound record-ings. For most users the useful content ofa book is the text, and when the needs ofconservation dictate, this can be copiedwith no loss of information. So long asthe copying process comes up to agreedrealistic standards the loss is one of con-venience perhaps but not of content. Inthe case of type matter and printed music,a mark on paper is either present or notpresent, and can be reproduced with noloss of this certainty; it is therefore equi-valent to the computer's digital languagein which information is given as a seriesof yes/no alternatives.The collector of sound recordings can-not yet make use of the advantages of thedigital process. Every copy he makes in-volves a degradation of the content itself.Digital recording and playback will prob-ably be the answer for the future, but forthe present the preservation of originals
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in the best possible state is essential simplyto preserve the useful content.The Preservation and Restoration ofSound Recordings, by Jerry McWilliams,brings together much information on thesubject, from the pioneering research ofPickett and Lemcoe for the Library ofCongress onwards. The author has alsogiven examples of practice in a number ofAmerican collections with very differentaims and methods. The book starts with ashort history of recording which is reason-ably comprehensive and well-tailored tothe subject. Succeeding sections of rough-ly equal size deal with storage and environ-mental conditions, cleaning of recordsand playback.The sections on storage and preserva-tion cover the ground in some detail.However it is clear that the behaviour ofthe materials of sound recordings is verycomplex and that common sense is notalways of use by itself. A book like thiscan indicate some dos and don'ts but theeffects of the combination of circum-stances under which recordings are keptand used are not predictable. Archival pre-servation therefore is still to some extenta matter of uncertainty and compromise.Further research would help, but it doesnot seem to be being done. In the mean-time, what is known on the subject is pre-sented clearly and readably in this book.The information on playback and onrestoration is much patchier. The booktreats in adequate detail equipment whichis commercially available, or which iscommon to the consumer audio market,but it is quite clear that some organisa-tions, notably the large record companies,have made significant advances in techno-logy and technique. These are not readilyavailable to the public but it is importantto mention these things. On the questionof shapes and sizes of styli for 78's, forinstance, the author accepts as proven factrecommendations that often contradictopinion in the UK and certainly that ofthis reviewer. One suspects that Mr.McWilliams does not have the sort ofmechanical and technical aptitudes thatwould sometimes have helped him todraw together the strands of the subjectand make some useful comparisons.However, throughout the book theauthor has done an admirable job in keep-ing the approach broad; he sets no un-necessary rigid guidelines and this leavesthe choices to the reader. As a result, ofcourse, it is very much up to the reader tointerpret the facts set before him. All in

all, the book's strength lies in the sectionson preservation and cleaning. For reasonsgiven above no part of the book can bedefinitive, but, for the present, archivistsof sound recordings are likely to find itessential. Adrian Hindle-Briscall

Rainer Dollase, Michael Riisenberg, HansJ. Stollenwerk. Das Jazzpublikum: zurSozialpyschologie einer kulturellenMinderheit. Schott, 1978. 234p. £9.60.
Leroy Ostransky. Jazz city: the impact ofour cities on the development of jazz.Prentice-Hall, 1978. 274p. £4.35.
John Chilton. Jazz. (Teach yourself series)Hodder and Stoughton, 1979. £1.95.
The first title is a serious study of thepeople who listen to jazz in Western Ger-many by three authors who have alreadyproduced studies of the reaction betweenrock musicians and their audiences. Thework under review is based on a samplingof audiences at three contemporary jazzconcerts in 1976 at Moers, Diiren andDortmund and two mainstream concertsin Cologne in 1977. 1500 people tookpart in the investigation and the aim wasto establish their jazz interests togetherwith a clear idea of their other musicalenthusiasms, cultural interests apart frommusic and social background.It is easy to approach such studies witha faint air of scepticism tinged with cyni-cism, and it is doubtful whether this workhas added much to our knowledge of jazz.However, the authors would rightly claimthat this study is not concerned so muchwith the music, but rather with the listen-ers. Taken on these terms it is full offascinating detail. About half the con-temporary jazz sample professed an inter-est in new music compared with only 22%of the mainstream audience. This mighthave been predicted, as there has alwaysbeen a lot of interaction between con-temporary jazz musicians and new musiccomposers and performers, but it mightnot have been so easy to forecast withcertainty that contemporary enthusiastshave more sexual problems and are moreinterested in drugs than mainstream listen-ers. The former are more worried aboutthe future and both groups show statisti-cally a greater sensitivity than footballspectators.

If this survey proves anything it demon-strates fairly clearly that the jazz publichas become highly respectable and repre-sents a cross section of the community inits political and religious beliefs. That is,if we accept that there ever was a timewhen the jazz audience was anything butrespectable. The fact that some believedat one time (perhaps they still do!) thatanyone associated with jazz was immoral,does not mean that it was necessarily true.Unfortunately we do not have any surveysfrom the early days of jazz to comparewith this study.The book includes the questionnaireused in the survey, so readers can test theirown reactions. The one serious lack is anindex. How can publishers still producewhat is obviously a work of very seriousintent without providing this essentialtool? Much valuable information for thesociologist is contained in its pages, but itis not easy to find without an index.Leroy Ostransky's book is a fascinatingaccount of the relationship between jazzand the principal American cities in whichit developed — New Orleans, Chicago,Kansas City and New York. Again it ismore concerned with the social milieu inwhich jazz existed than with the actualmusic. It is therefore a complementarystudy to the two earlier works by the sameauthor, The anatomy of jazz (Universityof Washington, 1960. Reprinted by Green-wood Press, 1973) and Understanding jazz(Prentice Hall, 1977), which are essentialstudies for those strictly concerned withthe music. The latest title is written withthe same enthusiasm and attention todetail.Reading it one can certainly understandwhy many people associated jazz with im-morality and crime, but, while the musi-cians were not saints, they tended to behonest sinners working in areas wheremost of the crime was committed bypeople who claimed to be highly moraland respectable. Remembering certainrecent events in Streatham one can onlysay that Leroy Ostransky's book provesthere is nothing new under the sun. It isalso fair to say that it demonstrates quiteclearly that the relationship betweenprostitution, crime and jazz is much moreslight than some would have us believe.What the owners of brothels and nightclubs did was to provide the social frame-work within which a lot of jazz musiciansearned the money which gave them thefreedom to play the music they wanted.I did not find this book as compelling

reading as Leroy Ostransky's two earlierbooks, but it is still very recommendable.It does have an index, so it is possible totrace references to musicians, and thebibliography, which is excellent, citesboth place of publication and publisher.The origins of jazz in the clash betweentwo very different cultures make any wellwritten book which examines them essen-tial material for libraries. The third titledoes much more than this as it is a quiteoutstanding history of jazz from those ori-gins to the present day. It was not actuallysent for review, but it is one of the bestintroductory studies to any subject whichI have ever read. It could easily be missed,as it replaces an earlier book in the sameseries by a different author and has noconnection with that earlier publication.John Chilton writes from an informedposition as he is one of our outstandingjazz musicians and the author of an excel-lent study of Billie Holliday. This newbook is an enthusiastic account of jazzwhich makes the reader want to hear themusic, and gives on the way a very clearintroduction to the theoretical basis ofjazz in easy stages. At 21.95 it is verygood value in these inflationary days.
Brian Redfern

Paul Harvey. The clarinettist's bedsidebook. Fentone Press (Sole agents: Breit-kopf & Hgrtel, London) 1980. 34p. £0.95.
This poses some problems for the catalog-uer as the title page information appearson the back of the contents page. As musiclibrarians seem to be busy at the presenttime discussing who is to have the B & Hagency in the UK, the bibliographical de-tails quoted above from the contents pageare also interesting. However such triviashould not detract from the value of thebook, which is full of sound advice. PaulHarvey is a man of many parts. There is averse history of the clarinet and a numberof amusing cartoons by him, but thepleasure of the book really comes in thesuccinct writing, occasionally humorous,but always pertinent. For example he isthe first writer I have encountered to getthe relationships of the clarinet and thesaxophone in its right persepctive, whenhe says 'The saxophone is a harder instru-ment to play PROPERLY' (author's caps).The saxophone usually suffers from thesame uninformed comment as the recorder.
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It is good to have a skilled performer onboth clarinet and saxophone to redressthe balance.There are useful tips on reeds, mouth-pieces, vibrato, posture etc. and someMachiavellian advice for second clari-nettists on how to get rid of the first! Itis very much a book to buy, however, andI would hope librarians might tell aspiringclarinettists about it, while making themore expensive studies by Jack Brymer,Pamela Weston and others available intheir libraries. Brian Redfern

Elaine Brody and Claire Brook. The MusicGuide to Austria and Germany. MacmillanPress Ltd. 1979 271p 26.95. ISBN 0-333-28414-3.
It must be a common experience amongstudents, scholars and tourists to feel firstbewilderment at the vastness of a strangecity, and its wealth of cultural events andlandmarks, and then, arriving home, frus-tration at hearing 'But surely you didn'tmiss...', or, 'If you'd told me you weregoing, I could have given you the addressof...'. Guide books of a genera nature forevery city of the world are well known,and easy to obtain, and these often con-tain valuable information on musicalmatters such as festivals and importantmuseum collections. More difficult toobtain are, for instance, lists of musiccolleges, shops and publishers in a town,or the opening times of music libraries.The 'Music Guide' series is a welcome ad-dition to the literature on these and othermusical features of the major Europeancultural centres. The compilers explain inthe preface that these books were bornout of their persona experience of suchfrustrations. They also explain that theyare intended to cater for 'the widest rangeof people — from the musical dilletanteto the highly motivated specialist'. Theirmethod was to send out questionaires infive languages, to places and people ineighteen countries, receiving responsesthat were — not surprisingly — 'incrediblyuneven', and to add to this informationfrom persona knowledge, local contactsand standard works of reference. It is quiteclear that the amount of care and effortthat has gone into compiling these guides,and the quantity of information in them,is enormous.The information is organised under the

headings: 'Opera Houses and ConcertHalls; Libraries and Museums; Conserva-toires and Schools; Musical Landmarks;Musical Organisations; Miscellaneous(places associated with composers etc.);Business of Music (dealers, publishers andinstrument makers). Festivals, Competi-tions and Periodicals are dealt with separ-ately at the end of each country. Generalessays of introduction to each countryand city are provided, together with themost schematic and vague of maps of thecountry, with only the most importantplaces included, and no hint of scale toassist journey planning. National Holidaysare listed, and so are details of guide ser-vices, and the addresses and telephonenumbers of national tourist offices inNew York and London.The amount of detail provided underthe main headings is impressive, with mostemphasis on the first category, OperaHouses and Concert Halls. A brief history,architectural comments, a resume of rep-pertory and even a word on the dressexpected of the audience are given. Anextensive range of libraries and museumsis described in some detail, the scope be-ing wide enough, for example, to embracethe ̀Osterreichisches Circus — und Clown-Museum' in Vienna. This is not a referencebook i la Benton for the knowledgeableexpert, but a genuine guide packed withideas for the musical tourist. It should beon the public library shelves with theother guide books, and it would be a wel-come even on short business trips.There is, however, one very seriouscriticism of the book. This concerns thedifficulty of locating information in theso-called 'General' sections — in otherwords, about the towns that are dealtwith in less than microscopic detail. Inthe case of Austria, only Vienna and Salz-burg are covered really thoroughly, andGraz, Innsbruck and the rest are dealt withas 'Austria, General', with the informationpresented as if for one city. (i.e. all thelibraries, and so on). With an adequateindex, this would be only slightly incon-venient, but in the present case, it makesaccess to the wealth of detail frustratinglyawkward. It is hard to trust an index whichfor instance, lists only under A for Abbey,'Abbey of St. Florian (Linz)' — nothingunder S, or F, or even L. Even the cleverperson looking under B for Brucknerwon't find details of his burial place —under the organ in the said abbey church— fascinating information, but totally loston p.64.

Since, for example, Regensburg andWolfenbilttel are only dealt with under'Germany, Genera', they are not . in theindex at all, whereas Kassel, a large centreand thus occuring in its correct alphabeti-cal situation, is copiously, and quite re-dundantly indexed! (It is under Kassel,incidentally, that we read that ̀RISM re-places the Eitner Quellen-Lexicon'. Notfor this user!)Certainly this book will accompany meto West Germany or Austria on all futurevisits. (East Germany is not covered).Retrospectively, it was a revelation of asomewhat macabre nature to find out thatthe charming library in Bonn where I hearda lute-song recital a few years ago was infact the asylum in which Robert Schu-mann spent his last unhappy years.There is also a similar guide to Italy, bythe same authors at the same price (ISBN0-333-28413-5), with comparable virtuesand limitations. Tim Crawford

Dossier Erard, introduction by AnikDevries. Minkoff Reprint, 1980. 117p.225.00
Dossier Erard is an unusual volume com-prising reprints of five documents issuedprimarily as publicity material in the earlynineteenth century by the harp and pianomanufacturing firm of Erard. The docu-ments vary in nature from a technical re-port on the mechanical improvement ofthe harp and a description in less complexterms of the developments in piano con-struction, to a short leaflet on the careand maintainence of the instruments.Of the five documents in the volumeall but one, on the harp, are in French.There is an introduction by Anik Devrieswhich traces the history of the firm inconcise tabular form, this is printed inboth languages.There can be little doubt that the docu-ments will delight the harp or piano en-thusiast but they can hardly be consideredto have a general appeal. The specialistacademic institution would do well toconsider this volume, as there is little lit-erature available relating to the construc-tion of the harp, although the piano isbetter served. The four major articles areby no means ephemeral, even thoughthey were issued as publicity material; in-deed one is a report issued by the FrenchAcademie Royal des Sciences and
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L'Academie Royal des Beaux Arts en-thusiastically describing the inovations ofthe Erard company, and signed by suchworthies as M4hul and Gossec, valuedmembers of L'Academie at that era.

Sheila Compton

Directory of music research libraries, vol.IV. General editor, Rita Benton. Australia,Cecil Hill; Israel, Katya Manor; Japan,James Siddons; New Zealand, DorothyFreed. Kassel: lirenreiter, 1979. 177p£9.24. ISBN 3-7618-0558-6.
Unexpectedly, it becomes a melancholytask to review this volume, the suddendeath of the series' General Editor, Dr.Rita Benton, having been lately announ-ced. It is she who contributes a Prefaceto this volume, explaining how it differsfrom its predecessors, in that it appears aspart of RISM Series C and is published byBarenreiter-Verlag. There have beenchanges too, in typography and lay-outwhich make the volume easier to consultthan the other three, but the very usefulsketch-maps are retained as are the com-prehensive bibliographies. However, thereis a perceptible change of emphasis inVolume IV, in that it offers a generalview of the organisation of music researchmaterials in each country, rather than asimple alphabetical list of libraries, by pro-viding the reader with fascinating historicalintroductions and other essential informa-tion, such as lists of public holidays. (Thisis by no means a trivial point. Any re-searcher who has travelled far in search ofknowledge and found himself baulked bya population determined to celebrate in-dependence, piety, the equinox or amonarch's birthday will be grateful). Thesection on Japan is prefaced by what isvirtually an introduction to the Japaneseway of life, with an invaluable guide tothe language, its transliteration, etc., notso compactly expressed elsewhere. Eachof the authors is to be congratulated onthe skill with which the information ispresented, as well as the industry withwhich it must have been collected.At the time of writing, another twovolumes were believed to be in prepara-tion. It is to be hoped that Dr. Benton'sfriends and colleagues will make everyeffort to complete a series which willform a fitting memorial. Miriam Miller
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Benjamin Britten Death in Venice: anopera in two acts, Op.88. [Full score]Faber Music, 1980 294p. £60.00.
The Music Bibliography Group has beenpaying much attention to the problem ofunpublished music; its report on the sub-ject (in the writing of which a prominentmember of Faber Music's staff played aconsiderable part) will be published verysoon. But one area that was not consideredwas that of modern opera. I have beentotting up how many of the operas pro-duced since the war by the Royal OperaHouse or Sadlers Wells/English NationalOpera are available in full score. Onewould have thought that Britten at leastwould be well represented. But of his full-length operas, three are only available invocal score: Billy Budd (1951), Gloriana(1953), Owen Wingrave (1971): there hasoften been considerable delay in producingthe others (production dates are followedby publications dates): Peter Grimes(1945; 1963), The Rape of Lucrecia(1946; 1949); Albert Herring (1947;1969); The Turn of the Screw (1954;1966). Only A Midsummer Night's Dream,1960; 1961) achieved full publicationquickly. With other composers, things aremuch worse; only one of Tippett's four(The Midsummer Marriage, 1954; 1976),no Vaughan Williams The Pilgrims Pro-gress, Walton Troilus and Cressida orMaxwell Davies Taverner. One assumesthat, since study scores of nearly all otherworks of these composers are available,there is no need to defend the idea that apiano reduction is an adequate representa-tion of the composer's thoughts; thestudent of operatic scores, however, is ata grave disadvantage. A vocal score nevertells more than part of the truth; and withBritten's later orchestra writing, that partis smaller than it used to be.So it is with particular pleasure thatwe welcome this score of Death in Venice(only seven years after the first produc-tion); what a magnificent score it is, inboth senses of the word, as a printed ob-ject and as a piece of writing for orchestra.The price is high. I remember paying £5for the score of Peter Grimes when it firstappeared. The comparison is not quitefair, since Death in Venice is a full score,elegently bound. But publishers are notcharitable bodies; and compared with theprice we are paying for some scholarlyeditions, this is not outrageous. It shouldbe available in all major music libraries.Clifford Bartlett

NEW CATALOGUES
Das Tenorlied: mehrstimmige Lieder indeutschen Quellen 1450-1580... 1. Drucke.(Catalogus Musicus IX) Birenreiter, 1979347p £36.00 ISBN 3-7618-0628-0
The German Tenorlied is not as wellknown in Britain as some other renaissancevocal repertoires. At its peak in the earlydecades of the sixteenth century, it is sur-prisingly varied, often lively, sometimesboistrous, sometimes most beautiful.Much of it appeared in print, and severalof the most important collections havebeen edited complete, as have the contri-butions of three major composers, Isaac,Hofhaimer and Senfi. Eitner printed a listof text incipits in Monatsheflte fiir Musik-geschichte 37, 1905, which has been theeasiest way to locate individual titles. Nowcomes a complete inventory of the sourcematerial, produced as part of the RISMproject by Norbert BOker-Heil, HaraldHeckmann and use Kindermann. Vol.1contains a thematic list of all the printedcollections from Oeglin's of 1512 toEucharius Hoffmann's of 1580; vol.2 willcontain a similar list of the MSS sources,while vol.3 will contain the indices.Apart from collections where thenumber of Tenorlied is small, the wholeof each collection is listed. This is muchbetter than the system used in e.g. RISMBIV, where only the relevant items in asource are listed, thus preventing the userhaving a clear picture of the contents ofthe whole, and also imposing a freshnumbering when previous scholars havegiven the items a consecutive numbering.A slightly annoying feature of this volumeis that a clear numeration in the originalprint is ignored: when a piece is in twoparts, the second is always given a newnumber, thus diverging from the numera-tion of the source (and modern editions).This is unfortunate. The musical incipitof each part is printed, with the tenor ontop. The text incipits are printed separ-ately. Composers' names only appear ifthey occur in the source; initials are ex-panded, but ascriptions from concord-ances are not mentioned — presumablythe indices will make the necessary links.It is, though, a pity that the early manu-script attributions and incipits added toFormschneyder's Trium vocum carmina,1538, are not included, since if the in-dicies are generated automatically, thatinformation is presumably not includedin the data to be processed.

This leads on to perhaps the most in-teresting aspect of the catalogue, whichmakes it important to those not con-cerned with the subject matter. For it hasbeen compiled using the maximum parti-cipation of the computer. This is an areawhere the computer can be of immensevalue to musicology. We await the indexvolume eagerly to see with what degree ofsophistication the invaluable materialassembled here will be handled.

Bruce Gustafson French harpsichordmusic of the 17th century: a thematiccatalog of the sources with commentary(Studies in Musicology, No.11) UMI Re-search Press, 1979 3 vols. £36.35 ISBN0-8357-1069-6 (UK Distributors: BowkerPublishing Co. Ltd.)
Another repertoire catalogue, the productof an individual scholar's research, this isa magnificent achievement. Gustafson de-fines his subject very precisely; he is inter-ested in music composed for the harpsi-chord, so omits the innumerable settingsof French tunes from the first half of thecentury, and versions of lute pieces. Butsettings of tunes from Lully's operas areincluded (since first performance datesare known, they are useful for dating pur-poses). Von contains a detailed discussionof the sources, classified by country andtype; it is curious that what might seemthe illogical system of dealing with allother countries before coining to Frenchsources actually fits the chronologicalpattern of the sources very well. There is athematic index (using a simple, but easilymastered, coding system, and indexingthe incipits of the second strain of eachpieces as well as the first, giving an addi-tional chance of spotting concordanceswith slightly deviant incipits), tracings ofwatermarks, work lists of the main com-posers, a general list of composers men-tioned (with much summary information),and extensive bibliographies and generalindex. Vols II and III contain inventoriesof all the sources containing genuine harp-sichord music. In most cases, the wholesource is listed, but thematic incipit andconcordances are only given for the re-levant pieces. Modern editions are listed,and a note is made of ornament signsused in each piece.The author has cast his net wide, and avast number of sources have been consult-ed; those which I thought might contain

relevant works, but were not discussed,are listed in his bibliography, so have pre-sumably been checked and found irrele-vant. What is a slight pity, though, is that,to set himself a task of manageable size,he has had to catalogue fully only thosesections of the sources that are strictlyrelevant. Someone else will have to workthrough them all again cataloguing thetranscriptions of lute music to supple-ment the work CNRS are doing on theFrench lutenists. One wonders whethercollaborations between two scholars, eachlooking at half the MSS, but covering thewhole interlocked repertoire, and thensharing their information to produce sep-arate studies, might not have ultimatelybeen more useful. Scientists seem to beable to earn their doctorates from what isat least partially team research.The amount of music from the firsthalf of the century is small and scattered,the composer most frequently namedbeing La Barre (little more informativethan anon, since no-one has been able tosort out the various La Barres, who morethan cover the period of this catalogue:the list of composers mentions 14 mem-bers of the family, and there could beothers not related!) The link between theearlier pieces and Louis Couperin andChambonnieres is the Bauyn Manuscript,with its vast collection of 344 pieces. Thispublication absolves me from my promiseto list modern editions of pieces in thethird section of the MS, which I made inmy review of the Minkoff facsimile (BRIO15/2, p.58). Other major sources are therecently discovered Parville MS, used byAlan Curtis in his edition of Louis Cou-perin, and Guy Oldham's MS in that com-poser's hand. Louis Couperin, Chambon-nieres, Lebegue and d'Anglebert have beenwell treated by modern editions; thesefail, however, to give a full account of thesources, so the composer summaries invoid are essential supplements to theseeditions. The introduction is a clear ex-position of the nature and relationship ofthe sources, and the transmission ofFrench harpsichord music to the rest ofEurope.This series appears to be a way bywhich University Microfilms Internationalare making more easily available the best ofrecent American theses. They have madean excellent choice here — a thoroughand useful study of an important reper-toire. The price, for over 1300 pages, isvery reasonable, and the production(allowing for vols. 2 and 3 having been re-



32 33produced direct from the thesis) is good,except that in this sort of scholarly work,notes should appear at the foot of thepage.

Three Haydn catalogues: second facsimileedition, with a survey of Haydn's oeuvre,by Jens Peter Larsen New York: Pendra-gon Press, 1979 $27.50 ISBN 0-918728-10-x
When it first appeared in 1941, Drei HaydnKataloge in Faksimile was doubly valuableto the few libraries which can have beenable to acquire a copy. For it not onlymade available three authoritative con-temporary thematic catalogues, but alsoprovided the most thorough catalogue ofHaydn's work. This second function hasnow been replaced by Hoboken; but thethree catalogues are still essential docu-ments for Haydn research, so a reprint isuseful. This version is not, however, anexact reprint of the 1941 publication.Not all the ancillary matter supplied byLarsen is now useful, so it has been re-placed with a survey of Haydn's output asit survives, in relationship to the informa-tion given in the catalogues. This is printedin English as well as German. I find thismanner of partial reprinting, partial up-dating a refreshing change to the oftenunintelligent activities of the reprint firms.

Robert N. Freeman. Franz Schnieder(1737-1812): a thematic catalogue of hisworks. New York: Penciragon Press, 1979$27.50 ISBN 0-918728-13-4
Franz Schneider is not my favourite com-poser; in fact, not only have I not heard anote of his music, there isn't even anythingby him in the BBC Music Library, exceptfor a fugue of dubious authenticity. Soone can think of composers for whom athematic catalogue might be of higherpriority. But since one is now available, itwould be churlish to scorn it. Indeed, onecould argue that if a composer's works arenot likely to be published, then the con-spectus which a good catalogue supplies iseven more essential. Schneider spent mostof his life at Melk, at monastery, parishchurch and school; the bulk of his outputis sacred, with 47 masses and numerousshorter works. As far as one can tell, thisseems to be a well-designed and thorough

catalogue. It will be useful for anyoneworking on classical Austrian churchmusic, and if Garland follow up theiropera and symphony series, with a volumeon classical and early romantic churchmusic (useful, but unlikely!) here is oneminor composer whose affairs have beenput in order.

Dan Fog Kompositionen von C.E.F. WeyseCopenhagen: Dan Fog Musikverlag, 1979196p 29.00 ISBN 87-87099-14-4
Weyse has been in the British musician'sawareness, if at all, for his part in theRossini 'Cat duet' (the first section ofwhich is a duple-time version of Weyse'sKatte-cavatine of 1812). He wrote a largenumber of songs, a variety of other vocalmusic, 7 symphonies and other instru-mental pieces. Dan Fog catalogues thesewith the competence that all who knowhim would expect.

Joel-Marie Fauquet Catalogue de l'oeuvrede Charles Tournemire Geneva: Minkoff,1979 132p FS 50. ISBN 2-8066-0714-6.
Known almost solely for his organ music,especially the 253 pieces comprising hisL'orgue mistique„ Tournemire is revealedby this catalogue to have been a composerof much wider range, his output including8 symphonies and an opera La Legend deTristan. The impetus for the cataloguecame from the Bibliotheque Nationale'sacquisition of the bulk of the composer'smanuscripts. It is very detailed, giving allthe information one expects, and somethat one doesn't (e.g. the range of solovoice parts). It is odd that vocal scores ofworks for voices and orchestra are enteredin a different section of the cataloguerather than under the full form of thework.

Clifford Bartlett

IN BRIEF
Carmina Burana: Gesaintausgabe dermittelalterlichen Melodien mit dendazugehorigen Texten Heimeran Verlag,Munich, 1979 206p DM.34. ISBN 3-7765-0274-6.
I mentioned in BRIO 15/2 an Englishtranslation of those Carmina Buranapoems of which music survived. This Ger-man compilation prints a similar selection(though slightly larger), with a Germantranslation, and transcriptions of themusic. These have been provided by ReneClemencic, and are mostly acceptable(though there are versions I find odd, andmore expert scholars will probably be evenmore critical). Several records of this re-pertoire are now available, so this collec-tion should be readily available in ourlibraries.
Nigel Wilkins Music in the age of Chaucer(Chaucer studies, 1) D.S. Brewer, 1979174p 215.00 ISBN 0-85991-052-0
The name of Chaucer is a convenient pegupon which to hang a clear account offourteenth-century music, with chapterson France, Italy, England, Minstrels andinstruments in addition to one on Chau-cer. The isolation of a particular centuryis most useful in correcting the non-specialist's tendency to think of medievalmusic as a unity, and Wilkins provides areadable account of the music of theperiod. The emphasis of the book is secu-lar — appropriate for the Chaucerian con-nection and in accordance with the sur-viving sources, but a little more couldhave been said about what he would haveheard in church. It is a great pity that thenumerous and apposite illustrations are sopalely reproduced. A companion volume,Chaucer songs (ISBN 0-85991-957-1, 210)sets 14 Chaucer poems to the music ofMachaut and others — an interesting idea,which at least produces some medievalsongs in English in the more sophisticatedstyle that the native specimens avoid.
David S. Josephson John Taverner, Tudorcomposer (Studies in Musicology, 5).UMI Research Press (In UK: Bowker),1979 283p $27.95 ISBN 0-8357-0990-6
The few facts about Taverner's life havebeen so reinterpreted during the last few

years, that he emerges as a very differentcharacter from that of the protestant ex-tremist repenting his popish past whichwe used to know. Ironically, the clearestpresentation of the 'new' Taverner camein an issue of Tempo which was otherwisedevoted to the work which made the oldimage most widely known: Peter MaxwellDavies's opera. That whetted ones appetitefor Josephson's fuller study, which hasnow appeared. This is a much meatierwork than Colin Hand's Eulenburg book,so perhaps only suited for the academicend of the market; but it should be in anylibrary that has the TCM Taverner volumes(or is buying the new EECM ones), and Ihave read it with enormous interest.
Anthony Newcomb The Madrigal atFerrara 1579-1597 Princeton U.P., 19802 vols. 232.70 ISBN 0-691-09125-0
The fame of the singing ladies of Ferrara(often, but not always, mentioned as atrio) spread far in their time, and is alwaysmentioned by modern historians of theperiod. What is less clear is what theysung (apart from Luzzaschi's disappoint-ing collection of solos, duets and trioswith keyboard of 1601). Newcomb prints(in English as well as the original) most ofthe relevant documents, analyses thestylistic development over the 20 years,and relates Ferrara to the rest of Italy. Afine example of the best of modernAmerican scholarship.
James Tyler The early guitar, a historyand handbook Oxford U.P., 1980 176p27.95 ISBN 0-19-323182-4
This is a most useful reference book forthe instrument between the 16th and 18thcentury. The first section is historical, thesecond describes the notation and tech-nique, while the final third gives extensivelists of sources and a bibliography. Mostof the general histories of the guitar areweak on the pre-19th century antecedentsof the modern instrument, so this shouldsupplement them.
Nicholas Temperley The music of theEnglish parish church Cambridge U.P.,1979. Vold 230.00 ISBN 0-521-22045-9Vol.2 215.00 ISBN 0-521-22046-7
A fascinating book for anyone involved in
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the performance of church music. Seen'from below', the history of English churchmusic is rather different from that whichnormally reaches music history books.Particularly valuable is the vast quantityof new information on the 18th century,and the fresh perspective on the 19thcentury. Vol.2 is an anthology; I suspectthat few will be able to revive the speci-mens it presents for services today, butthe range of styles is most interesting.Since the price will prevent most of thosewho should read it from doing so (organ-ists, vicars, churchwardens), it should atleast be as widely available in libraries aspossible. The more ambitious musicianswill find his conclusion too limited. (̀Thegreatest unity, the greatest continuityseems to lie in hymnody'), but his remarkson the balance between choir and congre-gation are continually illuminating.
Denis Arnold Giovanni Gabrieli and themusic of the Venetian high renaissance.Oxford U.P., 1979 322p £25.00 ISBN0-19-315232-0
This excellent study clearly sets the com-poser within (and to some extent against)the context of Venetian ceremony, dis-cusses his relationship with Lassus andAndrea Gabrieli, and the growth of hisown individual style. Much learning isworn lightly, so this is for the general aswell as the specialist reader. In spite ofthe price, highly recommended.
Pippa Drummond The German concerto:five eighteenth-century studies Oxford:Clarendon Press, 1980 402p £25.00ISBN 0-19-816122-0
As a physical object, this book has amonumentality that the subject-matterdoes not quite match. Somehow the wholedoes not add up to anything more than acollection of five separate studies, unifiedby a common pattern, but not reallyilluminating each other. While it is inter-esting to see how J.S. Bach, Handel, Tele-mann, Hasse and C.P.E. Bach handled theform of the concerto, this information isnot really very meaningful until it can berelated to what other composers weredoing; but the author's discussion of thisis too general to be significant. The fiveyear delay between completion of themanuscript and publication weakens those

sections of the book which are factualrather than analytical (e.g. Roger Fiske'smatching of Handel organ concertos withoratorios as listed on p.109-110 needssome modification). While obviouslyessential for academic libraries, otherlibraries should not pass it over, since, inspite of these weaknesses, the author givesa good account of how her five composersconstructed their concertos.
Peter Williams The organ music of J.S.Bach. II. Works based on Chorales Cam-bridge U.P., 1980 357p £21.50 ISBN0-521-21517-X
The amount of current Bach scholarshipavailable in English is woefully small,especially for the organ works, so evenapart from the author's own original con-tribution, this companion is most wel-come for its presentation of up-to-dateinformation and attitudes. Each group ofchorale settings receives a general intro-duction, then the individual works aresystematically treated with respect tosources, text, melody, before a variety ofother historical and aesthetic comments.Unfortunately, the chronology of theorgan works is not yet as clear as that ofthe cantatas, so there has to be much in-conclusive comparison; but this will be anessential reference work for organists. Ilook forward to vol.I, which is expectedshortly.
Peter Ryom Verzeichnis der WerkeAntonio Vivaldis (RV): kleine Ausgabe (2.verbesserte und erweiterte Auflage) Leip-zig: Deutscher Verlag fiir Musik. 226p£8.05.
The first edition seemed to go out of printvery quickly. This includes another 12works in the main sequence, alternativeversions of previously known works, andadditions to the appendix, plus a chrono-logical list of operas. The only alterationsthat affect the previous numbering arethe removal of RV 148 to the appendix(Anh.68), and the omission of RV 518(since the movement that differentiates itfrom RV 335 is not by Vivaldi). There arevarious alternative versions, for instanceRV 335a, which differs from RV 335 inits slow movement, and is called 'IiRosignuolo' instead of 'The Cuckow'. Un-like the first edition, it is bound.

Music in the Paris Academy of Sciences,1666-1793: a source archive in photo-copy at Stanford University. An indexcompiled by Albert Cohen and Leta E.Miller (Detroit Studies in Music Biblio-graphy, 43) Information Coordinators,Detroit, 1979. 69p $8.50. ISBN 0-911772-96-0
The publication of 1 'Academie Royale desSciences include a wealth of documentson music theory and instruments; theyhave been assembled in photographicform, and are here indexed; it is a pitythat the documents could not have beenabstracted, however briefly.
Irving Lownes Haydn in America (Biblio-graphies in American Music, 5) Detroit:Information Coordinators, 1979 134p$11.50 ISBN 911772-99-5
A spin-off from the Washington HaydnFestival of 1975, this study lists all theHaydn performances and publications inthe USA up to the end of 1809 which haveso far been traced, and adds catalogues ofthe MSS acquired by the Moravians fortheir Collegia Musica at Salem, Bethlehemand Lititz, and of the Haydn items in theJefferson family archives at the Universityof Virginia. There is also a list of Haydnautographs in the USA compiled by OttoE. Albright. Lowens' introduction inter-estingly points out the difference betweenthe published repertoire (aimed at ama-teurs) and what was performed by pro-fessionals — a distinction relevant to manyother times and places.
Howard Bushnell Maria Malib ran, a bio-graphy of the singer Pennsylvania StateU.P., 1979 264p £10.80 ISBN 0-271-00222-0
Biographies of singers from before the ageof recording tend to be frustrating to read(and probably to write), since the verything that makes them worth studyingcannot be heard. But, apart from theintrinsic interest of the life of this mostfamous member of a dynasty of singers,the whole operatic scene of the 1820s and1830s makes fascinating reading.

Three Wagner essays translated by RobertL. Jacobs. Eulenburg Books, 1979. 127p£5.00 ISBN 0-903873-55-9
The essays contained here are probably theones which anyone lacking a specializedinterest in Wagner is most likely to read:"Music of the future", On conductingand On performing Beethoven's ninthsymphony. The translation sensibly omitscertain topical, anti-semitic matter, andadds music examples, so that one doesnot need a pile of miniature scores at onesside while reading. The problems Wagnersees in Beethoven are significant practicalones; whether his solutions were in fact assatisfactory as he claims we cannot tell.There is a paperback version at £3.75.
D.J. Rather The dream of self-destruction:Wagner's Ring and the modern worldLouisiana State U.P. 1979 215p £9.60ISBN 0-9071-0495-7
The musician reading Wagner's prose isoften at a loss to separate Wagner's ori-ginal ideas from those he acquired fromphilosophers he had read or from the gen-eral thought of the time. Rather is parti-cularly useful in the racial aspects, linkingWagner's thought to quite respectablecontemporary attitudes. Whether all theideas incorporated in the Ring are relevantonce Wagner has transmuted them into awork of art is another matter. My anti-philosophical mind found the book heavy-going, but most interesting.
Deryck Cooke Gustav Mahler, an intro-duction to his music Faber Music, 1980127p £4.95 ISBN 0-571-10030-9
The BBC celebrated Mahler's centenary in1960 with an extensive series of pro-grammes, and an introductory booklet byDeryck Cooke, which is now reprinted inan expanded form. The introduction,'Mahler as man and artist', deals with theparticular problems presented by a com-poser making extramusical statements ofboth a cosmic and a personal naturethrough his music. The volume continueswith a series of programme notes on eachwork, mostly quite short, but adding upto a coherent survey of Mahler's output.All vocal texts are printed, with transla-tions. Essential for all libraries (whilelibrarians might well want to buy thepaperback version for themselves —£2.50).
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Donald Mitchell Gustav Mahler, the earlyyears Revised and edited by Paul Banksand David Matthews. Faber & Faber 1980338p £12.95 ISBN 0-571-11224-2
Correcting the standard work that has notyet been replaced by a subsequent one (socannot be reprinted unchanged as a classicin its field) but needs updating is alwaysa problem for the conciencious publisher.This version of a book now 22 years oldhas the original text virtually unchanged,but adds an extra 60 pages of correction,comment and new material. It is difficultfor the reader to keep a finger in theoriginal text, original notes, appendix andnotes to the appendix simultaneously;might it not have been better to have resetthe notes in one sequence with the appen-dix, and incorporate the notes to theappendix in its text? But it is excellentthat the publishers have reissued an up-dated version; I hope that the author willsoon be able to finish volumes 3 and 4.
Dermot O'Byrrie poems by Arnold Bax,collected, selected and edited by LewisForeman Thames Publishing, 1979 95p£5.50 ISBN 0-905210-11-5
Dermot O'Byrne was the pseudonymadopted by Bax as an Irish writer. Theanthology contains 50 poems, plus twounpublished settings of his own words.One has read better poetry, but it is per-haps unfair to compare it with the tougherstyle Yeats had moved into by this period(1905-20). Irish romantics will enjoy it,and not many composers have such liter-ary skill.
David Matthews Michael Tippett, anintroductory study Faber and Faber,1980. 112p £5.95 ISBN 0-571-10954-3
To write a brief guide to Tippett's music,discussing all the major works, quoting 24music examples (some quite lengthy) in100 pages is no mean feat, particularlysince the remarks are so intelligent. It isan 'appreciation' (to use an old-fashionedterm) rather than a criticism, but none theworse for that. One is so used to seeingDavid Matthews as an editor of other peo-ple's work (as in the two Mahler itemslisted above) that it is most welcome tosee a book under his own name, particu-larly one so well written. It is also avail-able in paperback (£2.95).

Bryan Crimp The record year, I Duck-worth, 1979 541p £28.00 ISBN 0-7156-1364-2
This lists the classical discs and cassettesreleased during 1978. The catalogue has aclear and spacious layout, with carefulidentification of works; couplings, pre-vious issues, month of issue and numbersare given. The catalogue is followed by 200pages of review, rather oddly presented ascontinuous prose, but using the sameorder as the catalogue, so that a paragraphon Albert de Rippe is squashed betweenRimsky-Korsakov and Rodrigo: surely itshould either be presented as discrete sec-tions, or arranged in some meaningfulorder? One also wonders if the author canreally have listened to everything he des-cribes. I'm not entirely clear of the func-tion of the publication; it is overpricedfor the general market, but libraries buy-ing it for discographic reasons probablywon't be interested in the review section.The paperback version costs £12.50.
Jennifer Isaacs (ed.) Australian aboriginalmusic Aboriginal Artists Agency, (243Miller St., North Sydney, NSW 2060,Australia) 1979 64p $Al2.50 ISBN 0-908235-00-3
This collection of essays explores the waysin which the traditional music has survivedand is adapting to the present situation,with the loss of its original social func-tions. There is a full bibliography anddiscography.
Maurice Hinson Guide to the pianist'srepertoire. Supplement Bloomington In-diana U.P., 1979 413p $22.50/213.50ISBN 0-253-32701-6
There are some bibliographes that delightbecause of the thoroughness of theircoverage, or the skill the compiler hasshown in ordering a complicated field ofknowledge or repertoire. This is valuablenot just for the scope of its coverage, butfor the feeling it conveys of someonecompletely conversant with his material.Hinson's annotations are sometimes prac-tical, sometimes descriptive, and are awelcome addition to the normal biblio-graphical information. Most of the itemslisted are new and unfamiliar, but neweditions of earlier composers are men-tioned, with some references to recent re-

search. Extremely useful, and good value.
Marta Arkossy Ghezzo Solfage, ear train-ing, rhythm, dictation and music theory:a comprehensive course. University ofAlabama Press, 1980 261p $21.75ISBN 0-8173-6403-X
As a course of musical training, this is ex-tremely ambitious, taking the studentfrom the absolute beginning to atonality,twelve-tonality and aleatoric music in 51lessons in a carefully designed, systematicmanner. If it works in practice (and theauthor claims it does), this should enablea naturally musical but untrained personto reach a level of musical literacy abovethat of most amateur and many profes-sional musicians that I know in a year ofweekly lessons! It's weakness, perhaps, isthat it starts right from the beginning;perhaps another version could be pre-pared, aimed at the student who can readmusic, so would feel insulted by theelementary nature of the opening lessons,but needs to acquire the skills that thissets out to teach.
Richard Chaffey Von Ende Church music,an international bibliography Metuchen,N.J.: Scarecrow Press, 1980 453p $22.50ISBN 0-8010-1271-1
The topic is vast: 5445 entries cannotpossibly exhaust it. Unfortunately, theauthor wastes space by including items notspecifically related to his subject. Thereis a brief section on Form, for instance,listing two general books (out of howmany existing?), one on chanson-form inPetrucci's Odhecaton (the one sacred piece

in that collection isn't in any chansonform), and just one on 'Art forms in sacredmusic'. The next section, Fugue, againhas only one specifically on church music(out of 13). While much church music isfugal, and all church music should haveform (even organists' improvisations, atopic which is covered), is there any pointin including an erratically selected generalbibliography here? In the more specificallyeclesiastical headings, there are signs thatthe author is not knowledgeable enoughto assign titles to the correct place; thereis a subdivision Gregorian and anotherPlain to his heading Chant, but no attemptto sort out what he means by the terms,and the distribution of titles between thetwo subdivisions and the main heading ismysterious. A disappointing book, butworth having around, since it does covera wide range of topics and sources.
Oswald G. Ragatz Organ technique: abasic course of study Bloomington:Indiana University Press, 1980 264p£9.00 ISBN 0-253-17146-6
This is a useful tutor for the prospectiveorganist possessing a moderate piano tech-nique. It seems to be designed to be usedwithout a teacher, though the studentwill need at least the occasional lesson, ifonly to add flexibility to some of theauthor's rules (particularly in the crucialmatter of the length which notes should besustained). But anyone working throughthis book should acquire a sound tech-nique, and also knowledge of an interest-ing anthology of Baroque organ music(though the duo by Froberger should beascribed to Mico). Clifford Bartlett
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NOTES AND NEWS
1980 CongressPreparations for the international congresscontinue. UK members are reminded thateven though they may not wish (or can-not come to) the whole congress, that itis possible to come on a daily basis, andwe would like to see as many UK faces aspossible, even if only for a short time. Allqueries should be directed to RichardAndrewes at the Pendlebury Library,Cambridge. We are grateful to Grove fora grant of 2500 towards conferenceexpenses.
ISME Conference Bristol 1982IAML(UK) are hoping to be able to parti-cipate in this conference.
One-Day CourseA one-day course for library assistantswith no music nor library qualificationswho are involved in work connected witha music library will be held at the LibraryAssociation on Nov.12th. Further in-formation from Sue Clegg. BirminghamSchool of Music Library.
British Institute of Recorded SoundThe executive committee has put forwardthe nomination of Richard Andrewes forelection to the Governing Body of theBIRS. Elections are to be held at the endof 1980.
The Britten-Pears LibraryThe Britten-Pears Library was formerlyopened in May. The Britten MSS acceptedfor the Nation by the Treasury in lieu ofestate duty have now been returned tothe Red House, and adequate securityarrangements have been made to safeguardthem. So there have been some changessince the Branch visited it. The library isopen by appointment only. Those attend-ing the Cambridge Conference will beable to visit it during the final excursion.
CataloguesFinal publication arrangements will havebeen made for the catalogue of orchestralsets by the time this issue is circulated; itshould be available in a few months. Workon the Periodicals catalogue is progressingwell. An advertisement for the two publi-cations, with details of subscription rates,will be available at the Cambridge Con-ference, and will be circulated to memberslater. The Sets Committee is looking intothe question of vocal sets, but is not at
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this stage envisaging that a national unioncatalogue of these will be produced byIAML(UK). But the London and SouthEastern Library Region has recently pub-lished its Catalogue of sets of vocal music,available at £11.00 from LASER, 33/34Alfred Place, London WC1E 7DP.
PublicationsThe committee has set up a small workingparty to look into the possibilities ofIAML(UK) stating a series of occasionalpublications of papers etc. which are toolong to be reproduced in Brio, and whichhave not been published elsewhere. Any-one with items for suggestion should con-tact Clifford Bartlett, BBC Music Library.
MPA — Code of fair copying practiceThis has been produced and circulatedduring the year. It was the subject of muchdiscussion by the executive committeeand several meetings were held betweenrepresentatives of the MPA and IAMLUK). 8 members attended the 'launch' ofthe publication.
Cataloguing GroupThis committee continues to meet and isprimarily involved in discussing AACR2and any amendments suggested by LC, BLor IAML members. Any member of IAMLwith comments should contact MalcolmJones, Birmingham Public Libraries.
Local government cutbacksThe executive has set up a working groupto make representations to various bodiesabout closures of music or record libraryservices. Any member wishing for supportfrom IAML should contact Miriam Milleror Elizabeth Hart (Barnet). We would alsobe grateful for any news of cuts affectingmusic services in any library system. Thegroup is working closely with the LibraryAssociation on these matters.
SubcommitteesA list of members of subcommitteesfollows. Members should note that it isnot just the committee who may serve onsubcommittees and anyone interested inany particular topic should contact theChairman of that Group if they wish tobe kept informed or to join the group.For information a list of all UK membersparticipating in commissions etc. in IAMLalso follows.
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Members of subcommittees
Cambridge Conference main committeeChairman: John May. Secretary: RichardAndrewes. Members: Clifford Bartlett,Sue Clegg, Ruth Davies, Helen Harrison,Malcolm Jones, David Lance, MiriamMiller, Neil Petersen, Alan Pope, BrianRedfern, Lydia Smallwood, Hugh Taylor.
Cambridge conference local committeeChairman & Secretary: Richard Andrewes.Members: Any of the main committee asneeded plus Ruth Ballard, MargaretCranmer, Derek Williams.
Cataloguing committeeChairman: Brian Redfern. Secretary: Mal-colm Jones. Members: Richard Andrewes,Clifford Bartlett, Sheila Compton, PatrickMills, Tim Neighbour. Coopted: Sue Clegg.
Finance &. Administration committeeChairman: Brian Redfern. Secretary: SueClegg. Members: Ruth Davies, John May.
House of Commons CommitteeChairman: Miriam Miller. Secretary: SueClegg. Members: Richard Andrewes, Clif-ford Bartlett, Malcolm Jones, John May,Alan Pope, Brian Redfern. In attendance:Patrick Mills, Tim Neighbour.
Local government cut-backsChairman: Miriam Miller. Secretary: Eliz-abeth Hart. Members: John May, AlanSopher.
Periodicals union catalogueSecretary: Clifford Bartlett. Members:Alac Hyatt-King, Tony Hodges, MalcolmJones.
Sets committeeChairman: Brian Redfern. Secretary: Mal-colm Jones. Members: Clifford Bartlett,Sheila Compton, Elizabeth Hart, AlanSopher.
IAML(UK) Representatives on outsidebodies
MBG:Clifford Bartlett, Brian Redfern
National Music Council: Clifford Bartlett
British Standards Committee on musictitle pages: Clifford Bartlett
British Standards Committee on non-bookmaterials: Elizabeth Hart

BL Forum on DE19/AACR2: MalcolmJones, Brian Redfern
IFLA Music Round Table: CatherinePinion
ISBD(PM): Patrick Mills
The following UK members are officersof or regular attenders at IAML groups.
Board. Brian Redfern (vice-president)Council. Eric Cooper, Anthony Hodges,John May, Brian Redfern.
Professional Branches
Commission of Libraries in Academies,Conservatories and Music Colleges:Anthony Hodges (President), Jane Har-ington.
Broadcasting Libraries Commission: Mir-iam Miller (Secretary), Clifford Bartlett.
Music Information Centres: ElizabethYeoman.
Public Music Libraries Commission: EricCooper (President), Elizabeth Hart(Secretary).
Record Libraries Commission: DerekLewis (Secretary).
Commission of Music Research Libraries:Richard Andrewes (Vice-president).
Working Committees
Commission for Bibliographic Research:Malcolm Turner
Cataloguing Commission: Brian Redfern(President).Subcommission: Classification: Rich-ard AndrewesWorking Group on Computer Catalog-uing: Patrick Mills (Chairman)Working Group on ISBD(NBM): Pat-rick Mills
Commission on Education and Training:Brian Redfern
RISM: Perluigi Petrobelli
RILM: Oliver Neighbour
RIdIM: Oliver Davies
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SUPPLIERS OF GRAMOPHONE RECORDSto, UNIVERSITY, COLLEGE & PUBLIC LIBRARIES.ALSO PRIVATE COLLECTORS!

As there now seems to be an ever increasing demand for Jazz, Folk andBlues records, may we take this opportunity of introducing you to a recordmail order service specialising in these fields.
In recent years we have been supplying many libraries up and down thecountry and we have come to realize that our specialised knowledge and areliable service is most welcome.
It now seems that many librarians have found themselves having to dealwith a subject about which they have little first hand knowledge orexperience, and in such a situation • our service has proved invaluable.However, should you already have a member of your staff who is familiarwith the subject, we feel sure that our advice on the availability of Jazz andBlues records would be useful. As an associate company of Dobeils JazzRecord Shops, London (Est. 1946), we are in a position to offer items froma stock devoted exclusively to these subjects and also draw upon their expertknowledge and advice.

RECOMMENDED RECORDINGS
From issues known to be currently available, a list of recommended items canbe supplied in accordance with your particular requirements, and fundsavailable.
This list contains items of 'major importance or if preferred may be based onselected recordings by 'major artists'; or compiled to any specification yourequire
Alternatively, because of the wide variation in prices, we will be pleased tosupply a Pro-Forma Invoice on request.AGATEERIE

IN ASSOCIATION WITH DOBELLS JAZZ AND BLUES SHOPS75 CHAR ING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, 1NC2H OAA, ENGLANDTelephone: 01-437 6733



MAY AND MAY
JOHN MAY L A U R I E  MAY

New, Secondhand and Antiquarian Booksellers
Specialists in Books on Music, Musicians and related subjects
Suppliers of Out-of-Print Music and Books

to the musical profession

5 Hotham Road,
London, SW/5 1QN
England.
TELEPHONE 01-788 9730

ARE YOU A
MUSIC LIBRARIAN?

The Cramer's Music Library Service is specially tailored
to meet your needs.
* Abi l i ty to obtain any music in print.

A special Music Binding service.
* A  showroom at which librarians are welcome to peruse.

Quarterly Bulletin describing new music publications and basic repertoire
lists covering all aspects of music.

* Special library discount.
It is these factors which have helped maintain Cramers as the major Music
Library suppliers since 1929.
For further information, please contact Maureen Holder or Clive Russell at

J.B. CRAMER & Co. Ltd.,
99 St. Martin's Lane,
London WC2N 4AZ

Tel: 01-240 1612


